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NL: A Parallel
Programming
Visual Language
Nicole Harvey
John Morris
Department of Computer Science,
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GPO Box 252C, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia

The dataflow programming model provides a simple way of
expressing an algorithm which exploits all the parallelism
available in a program. The challenge is to provide a
sufficiently powerful programming system which exploits
the low level parallelism while allowing the programmer to
work at a high level of abstraction.
This paper describes NL, a visual dataflow language
designedfor parallel applications. NL retains the dataflow
firing rule, which is the key to low level parallelism, but
adds a set of high level constructs which enable a
programmer to work at appropriate levels of abstraction.
Some of the key advantages ofNL are: maximum
parallelism is exposed by providing eager arrays (structures
which can be processed before their computation is complete)
and allowing inter-iteration parallelism; programmers do not
need to explicitly add synchronisation points as they are a
natural by product of the dataflow model and a parallel
program can be debugged in the same form in which it was
originally written.
Keywords: parallel programming, visual programming,
dataflow, NL.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The dataflow programming model, originally proposed by
Dennis (1974), does not separate data flow and control flow:
control is achieved by the presence of data tokens which fire
nodes — thus control and data flow are synonymous. Al
though the model is capable of representing any general
computation, its exploitation as a programming model has
been limited partly by poor availability of adequate (and
economic!) graphical display technology and partly by lack of
suitable programming environments.
The development of suitable graphical display technology
has increased interest in program visualisation dramatically.
The daunting task of debugging parallel and real-time pro
grams has also created a demand for better debugging tools
(Brown, 1991). However, visualisation tools have tended to
use representations of a program which differ considerably
from the original linear textual version of the program. This
requires a significant paradigm shift for the programmer using
the tool.
Glinert and Stotts (1992) suggested that ‘visual program
ming’ results in a more efficient programming environment
than a textual language supported by a set of unrelated
visualisation tools. Many styles of visual programming have
been proposed: Meander (Wirtz, 1993) permits parallel pro
gramming by providing a graphical representation of the
control flow of a program. In PFG (Stotts, 1988) both data
access and control flow are modelled in a graphical manner.
In these and other visual parallel languages the programmer
has to specify all the parallelism.
Hils (1992) provides a survey of visual dataflow lan
guages. All of the languages surveyed provide the inherent
parallelism in the dataflow model. Some of them, Show and
Tell (Kimura etal, 1990), Labview (Kodosky etal, 1991) and
Prograph (Cox etal, 1989) have increased the parallelism by
providing constructs for parallel processing of list elements.
However, Show and Tell synchronises at the end of each
iteration and although Kodosky et al note the potential for
inter-iteration parallelism, they have made no effort to exploit
it. Thus, these languages — perhaps understandably, since
they targeted sequential machines — have not fully exploited
the visual paradigm for parallel programming.
In this paper, we describe NL — a visual dataflow lan
guage which enables a programmer to write and debug paral
lel programs naturally. NL was designed as a general purpose
programming language. Everything in NL has the potential to
execute in parallel, thus an NL programmer may not even be
aware that he is creating a parallel program. When synchroni
sation is needed, programmers include it as a natural part of
the algorithm specification: they do not need to think in terms
of explicit synchronisations.
A key benefit of the visual dataflow model used by NL is
the relative ease of debugging. Debugging of parallel pro
grams is a difficult task for the programmer. Traditional
sequential program debuggers are simply not powerful enough
to present the state of multiple threads in a meaningful way. It
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 28, No 1, FEBRUARY 1996
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1 s not possible to represent naturally synchronisation points in
which one thread is waiting for another or communication of
values between threads. Thus, visual representations of the
executing program have been proposed (Brown, 1991). This
requires the programmer to work with two representations of
the program — the original linear text and a two dimensional
visual one. Since NL programs can be debugged in the same
paradigm as the program was originally written, the power of
v isualisation can be exploited without requiring the program
mer to adjust his view of the program.
2 DESCRIPTION OF NL
In this section, we present an abridged description of NL
(Harvey and Morris, 1993) which suffices to illustrate its
structure and power. Table 1 gives a summary of the NL
programming constructs. Figure 1 shows how the NL editor
presents a simple NL program to the programmer. This
program contains examples of the basic elements of NL
programs. For clarity in this, and all the examples in this
paper, the style convention that data tokens flow on the arcs
from top to bottom has been adopted.1
't able 1: Summary of NL programming constructs.2 3
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2.1 NL Dataflow Model
An NL dataflow program is a directed graph: it consists of
nodes and arcs which connect them. The arcs represent the
paths over which tokens (data items) move between nodes
where they may be transformed into other tokens. Nodes have
input and output ports, the points at which arcs deliver tokens
to or extract tokens from a node.
1
2
3

This is neither a requirement of the language nor the editor—which only
requires valid (i.e. output -> input) connections.
The icons used in this paper are those currently used by the NL editor: a
detailed study of their suitability has not yet been made.
The only operators shown are the ones necessary to understand this paper.
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Figure 1: Typical NL program. This NL program calculates a specified
root of a quadratic equation. If the function sent to the Op simple input
portis GO, the result will be the maximum root, whereas supplying I — I
to the Op port will produce the minimum root. I — I is a unary operator,
I X I and I / I are the arithmetic operators, the box labelled Discrimi
nant is a 3 input simple node (details hidden) which calculates the
discriminant, and I Apply I is a function apply operator which expects a
function (+ or - in this case) as the first argument. The I j I boxes are
simple input and output ports.

NL uses the dataflow data-driven firing rule: a node can
fire when each of its input ports has a token available. All
nodes able to fire do so in any order — or even in parallel.
When a node fires, it consumes one token from each input
port, performs the computation and produces a set of output
tokens. The dataflow programming model is side-effect free.
Nodes can be speculatively evaluated so long as they have
data — any unneeded results will simply be abandoned.
A common problem in parallel programming is the com
plexity of parallel control: a partially ordered set of events
needs to be controlled through explicit synchronisation. Thus,
many textual parallel languages have fork and join operators,
or their equivalents (Lester, 1993).
Explicit control is also necessary in visual parallel lan
guages where there is a separation of data and control flow:
parallelism has to be specifically programmed into the control
flow graph. For example, in PFG (Stotts, 1988), parallel
execution starts at a concurrency branch and terminates at a
join. Meander (Wirtz, 1993) uses a similar approach — a
create-child node creates parallel paths and a wait-child node
joins the parallel paths. Meander has a further restriction that
all paths that fork from the same create-child node must join
at a common wait-child node.
In the NL approach, the programmer does not need to
explicitly describe parallel computations — merely draw
ing the dataflow graph makes possible parallel computa
tions manifest. Nodes can execute concurrently, except
where data dependencies occur. For example, in Figure 1

NL: A PARALLEL PROGRAMMING VISUAL LANGUAGE

it is immediately obvious that the
‘X’ and ‘Discrimi
nant’ nodes can execute in parallel, whereas the ‘Apply’
and 7’ must wait for results from other operations. In fact
the ‘Apply’ is acting as a synchronisation point for three
threads of control.
NL does not require its nodes to synchronise at termina
tion. A node which generates more than one token may pass
each token on to a consuming node immediately after it is
generated. Thus consuming nodes can start processing before
the source node has terminated.
2.2 NL Types
The basis for the NL type system is similar to a high level
language supporting abstract data types, e.g. Pascal (Jensen
and Wirth, 1974). The major difference is in the definition of
arrays. In the dataflow model, it proves effective to define a
type with the properties of lists as well as those of conven
tional arrays. Eager semantics have been specified to enhance
parallelism.
2.2.7 Atomic Types
NL has the standard set of atomic types — integer, boolean,
char and real — and a set of logical and arithmetic operations
which may be performed on them.
2.2.2 Composite Types
Records
An NL record is an ordered set of attributes and is essen
tially identical to the record of Pascal (Jensen and Wirth,
1974). Records may have elements of any other data type,
thus NL programmers may build arbitrarily complex
data structures.
Records are constructed from their elements with a con
struct operator and there is a complementary project operator
which splits a record into its elements, see Figure 2. The
construct operator expects an input for each element, thus
programmers need to explicitly define all the elements of a
record when it is constructed. However, constructors with
default values are easily assembled by placing a constructor
with constant inputs for the defaults in the library.4 If a
programmer tries to save or run a program with an apparently
incomplete construct operator, the editor will search the
library for constructors with the missing inputs. For example,
in Figure 3 the incomplete construct operator in 3(a) would be
replaced by the constructor in 3(b). Alternatively a program
mer may explicitly choose constructors with appropriate sets
of defaults from the library.
line
if] vector ff] style [~H colour

vector
from jj] to

Figure 2: Project operators for line and vector types.
4 Library refers to the complete set of nodes visible at any point; it includes
nodes defined locally and those stored in a hierarchy of external libraries.
4

jt! vector

vector [f] style

colour

(b)
Figure 3: Construct operators. In this example, line is a record with 3
attributes: vector, style and colour. In (a), the construct operator is
supplied with one argument only: vector, so the library is searched for
a constructor like that shown in (b), where constant values are used to
provide values of the two missing attributes.

Details of the structure of a composite type can be hidden
(creating an abstract data type) by marking it private after the
methods associated with it have been defined. The NL editor
will then refuse to connect this type to any further construct or
project operators, thus restricting access to the structure’s
attributes unless the private marking is explicitly removed.
Arrays
NL provides a single construct to handle collections of tokens of
the same type. NL arrays consist of a (potentially infinite) set of
randomly addressable (index, value) tuples. NL arrays are eager
in the sense that a node B, which receives an array from node A,
can fire as soon as it receives any element of the array from node
A. Without this capability, parallelism is severely restricted. A
special End-Of-Structure (EOS) token terminates the array. The
EOS? operator is used to detect this token.
The eager property gives arrays all the properties of streams
or lists: although an index is provided, the array’s consumer is
not required to take note of it. This gives NL an advantage over
other visual languages which provide either arrays or lists—e.g.
Labview (Kodosky et al, 1991) and Show and Tell (Kimura et
al, 1990) provide arrays, while ESTL (Najork and Golin, 1990)
and Prograph (Cox etal, 1989) provide lists—and consequently
only provide the capabilities of one structure.
An NL array may be an infinite list, providing facilities for
text processing, and I/O devices that generate an unspecified
amount of data.
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 28, No 1, FEBRUARY 1996
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The elements of an array are not ordered. This increases
parallelism: a node producing an array can produce its ele
ments in any order. Elements produced by fast computations
can be sent immediately to consumer nodes (see section
2.3.2). Arrays may be sparse: it is not necessary to have an
element associated with every index between the upper and
lower bounds.5 At compilation time only the type of the array
is necessary.
2.3 NL Programming Constructs
A graphical language improves over a textual language only if
it is possible to easily express a large enough class of algorithms.
NL has three atomic nodes: constant, merge, and operator:
these nodes are similar to those proposed by Dennis (1974) for
dataflow programming. However, an effective general purpose
programming language must be able to handle conditional
branches and iteration — Labview (Kodosky et al, 1991),
Cantata (Rasureef al, 1991),ShowandTell(Kimuraefa/, 1990)
and many others have included special constructs for this
purpose. In NL, composite nodes permit conditional and itera
tive computations and also provide functional abstraction.
Composite nodes consist of boxed nodes. Boxed nodes
are used to encapsulate complex operations into a single
node. A boxed node is a dataflow graph in which all
unconnected inputs are led to input ports and the uncon
nected outputs may be connected to output ports. There are
two types of boxed nodes: block nodes and guard nodes.
Guard nodes separate “control” computations — those
computations which determine whether the major compu
tations (block nodes) proceed. In the diagrams in this
paper, the boxed nodes on the left (shaded) are guard nodes
and the ones on the right are block nodes.
The icon for a composite node has a port marker for all the
input and output ports for each boxed node in the composite
node. The boxed nodes only have port markers for data items
they actually use. For example in Figure 4(b), each boxed
node uses a different subset of the available ports, shown in
Figure 4(a).
The set of tokens that fires a node is termed the firing
set. To maximise parallelism, the firing set for each boxed
node is independent of the firing set for any other boxed
node in a composite node. Each boxed node fires when its
data is available, irrespective of the ability of any other
boxed node to fire. In Figure 4(b), the a value will fire the
first guard node, b and C will fire the first block node, and
a, b and c are needed to fire all the other boxed nodes
except the final guard which is an else and returns true if
no other guard node produces true.
2.3.1 Conditionals
An if node consists of one or more boolean guard nodes and
an equal number of block nodes. Figure 4 demonstrates the
full parallel capabilities of an if node.
5 Note that NL programmers never directly specify upper and lower bounds
for arrays.
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BO a BO b g] c
Quadratic
rootl
(a)

(b)
Figure 4: Program to calculate the first real root of a quadratic equation
and its expansion. Quadratic is an if node, that has 3 simple input ports
a, b and C. The three shaded nodes on the left are the guard nodes, the
bottom one being the else case. Each guard has a corresponding block
node to the right of it. The first guard is watching for the case where tljiere
is only one root to the equation, i.e. when a is zero. The second guard is
watching for the case where there is no real root, in this case the absent
token is sent to the rootl output port to indicate that no value is going to
be produced. The else guard takes care of the case when the output
should be the first real root.
5
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To simplify programs the guard nodes need not contain
mutually exclusive conditions. To prevent the if node becom
ing the equivalent of Dijkstra’s (1975) alternative construct,
and therefore non-deterministic, the guard nodes have an
order of priority. All the guard and block nodes may be
speculatively executed in parallel if enough processors are
available. Only one block node actually sends its output to the
if node's output ports - the first one in the priority order which
produced true. This is another form of implicit synchronisa
tion in NL. The speculative evaluation permits the maximum
parallelism and the programmer doesn’t have to be concerned
about synchronising the output. The priority order ensures a
deterministic outcome. Note that the NL execution system
easily recognises the block nodes as speculative and can mark
them so that they compete at a lower priority for resources.
Previous attempts to represent selection in visual lan
guages have resulted in confusing graphs with many arc
crossings which impede comprehension. The NL visual rep
resentation makes it obvious that all boxed nodes can execute
in parallel if the necessary data is available.
2.3.2 Iteration
NL provides two looping constructs: the while node and the for
node. The NL while node consists of one boolean guard node and
one block node. Each time the guard node produces true, a copy
of the block node will be generated. Figure 5 illustrates the use of
a while node. Note that many copies of the guard node can fire
:

vector fC| sum

&

Sum

|o sum
(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Summing the elements of a vector. Sum is a while node, sum
is a recycle port that should initially be fed 0. vector is a reduce port
operating in element availability mode, (a) is the top level node, (b) is the
expansion of sum. The sum input port in the top level node would have
an arc joining it to the constant zero.

Figure 6: Program to calculate n factorial. Factorial is a for node. I is an
integer port. It sends the current iteration index (l..n) into each block
node. Fact is a recycle port and should initially be fed 1.

in parallel. A for node consists of one or more integer guard nodes
and one block node. The integer guard node produces an array of
iteration indices. A copy of the block node is generated for each
element in the array. Figure 6 illustrates the use of a for node.
All iterations of the while and for nodes execute concur
rently. Each iteration fires when its data is available, irrespective
of the ability of any other iteration to fire, so there can be many
copies of the guard and block nodes executing in parallel.
The number of iterations executing in parallel is influenced
by the inter-iteration dependencies. Inter-iteration dependen
cies can be created by using a recycle port or a passing port.
A recycle port sends a token to the next iteration, while a
passing port can be used to send a token to a specified
iteration. Using one of these ports does not force sequential
execution of iterations as the ‘consuming’ iterations can fire
as soon as the recycled token is available: this may well be
before the source iteration has completely terminated. Figures
5 and 6 demonstrate this use of a recycle port. To prevent false
inter-iteration dependencies NL provides a simple input port
for values that are constant for each iteration of a node: these
values are copied immediately for all iterations.
Without inter-iteration dependencies the NL for node is
similar to the DO ALL construct (Zima and Chapman, 1990).
That is, the iterations execute concurrently and the order of
execution is not important. When the node has inter-iteration
dependencies it is similar to the DOACROSS construct (Zima
and Chapman, 1990), which allows synchronisation between
iterations. One important difference between these constructs
and NL iterative constructs is that NL does not force synchro
nisation at the end of a loop. As soon as the data reaches the
output ports it is free to flow onto consuming nodes.
In NL, all nodes execute in parallel unless the programmer
makes use of constructs which imply synchronisation and
even then these constructs are used naturally. For example,
recycling a value in an iteration forces synchronisation of
some of the operations within iterations, but we find that we
rarely think of recycling as a synchronisation, we recycle
values simply because the problem specification required it.
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Input/Output
Programs may need to interact with input or output devices
in a specified order. NL provides a sequence node for
specifying the order of execution when there are no ex
plicit data dependencies between nodes. A programmer
may also mark a while or for node for sequential execution
because in general it is impossible to tell whether an
iteration with input/output will conflict with another itera
tion running in parallel.
Array Ports
The iterative nodes can be combined with the NL composite
ports (reduce and create) to exploit the eager nature of NL
arrays. They encapsulate many common patterns of opera
tions for programmer convenience. The NL composite ports
are similar in structure and purpose to the Show and Tell
parallel iterators (Kimura et al, 1990) or Labview’s indexing
tunnels (Kodosky et al, 1991). One important difference is
that the NL ports operate in two modes: on element availabil
ity (to increase parallelism) or on index order.
The reduce port is used to send one element of an array to
each iteration of a node. The programmer can indicate that a
specific element be sent to a specific iteration, e.g. element
with index 3 to iteration with index 3, or that elements fire
iterations as they arrive, see Figure 5. Thus if only some
elements of an incoming array are available, iterations process
ing these elements can fire. The remaining iterations will fire
as values become available.
The create port creates an array: each iteration adds an
element. The index of the element can simply be the iteration
index or it can be supplied by the program. It is possible that
two or more elements have the same index: in this case, the
first value to arrive at the create port is released to flow to
other nodes and subsequent values with the same index
generate warning signals5 and are ignored. If the element
arriving at a create port has the value absent it is not passed
onto the consuming node.
As each element is created it flows on to consuming
nodes. It does not need to wait for the other iterations to
terminate. Since the execution of iterations is not ordered
the array elements will be unordered. Elements produced
by fast computations can be sent immediately to consumer
nodes. The consumers can fire nodes to process arriving
elements in any order.
For example, in Figure 7, we use a reduce port operating
in element availability mode for S, and a create port operating
in index supplied mode for mapS. Consequently every ele
ment of the array S can be mapped simultaneously as there are
no inter-iteration dependencies. However, if only some ele
ments of the array are immediately available, iterations process
ing these elements can fire and generate the corresponding
elements of mapS: the remaining iterations will fire as values
in S are provided.6
6 Implementations will provide functions which query the run-time system
for return error and status information.
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Figure 7: This program applies f unc to every element of S. map is a while
node. S is a reduce port operating in element availability mode, it is also
sending out its index to be used by the mapS create port which is
operating in index supplied mode, f unc is a simple port, so a copy of f unc
is sent to each iteration of the while node.

2.3.3 Higher order functions
Implementing higher order functions in a visual language
gives them the same versatility as a functional language such
as LISP. If functions can receive functions as data objects,
programmers are able to create general functions that can be
applied to a variety of problems.
Only recently have higher order functions appeared in visual
dataflow languages. They have been represented three ways:
— ESTL (Najork and Golin, 1990), Cube (Najork and Kaplan,
1991) and Datavis (Hils, 1992) use function slots. A
function slot is a parameter to a higher order function. A
function is placed in the slot and is applied to data by the
higher order function;
— VPL (Lau-Kee et al, 1991), Show and Tell (Kimura etal,
1990) and PHF (Fukanaga et al, 1993) use an apply node.
Functions are quoted and flow along arcs like other data. A
higher order function receives a function and applies that
function to data with an apply node;
— Viz (Holt, 1990) uses a method similar to the second
approach, except the position of the arc is used to represent
the apply operation.
NL uses an extension of the second approach. In NL nodes
can be treated as data and can flow along arcs. An atomic or
composite node can be a function. An apply operator receives
a function on its first port and a set of arguments on its other
input ports. To provide additional flexibility, NL allows
functions to be partially evaluated: for a function constant
requiring n arguments, an apply operator can supply m
(1 < m < n) arguments to the function. If m < n, then more
arguments are required and the apply operator’s output will be
a partially evaluated function. If m = n, then the apply opera
tor has supplied all the required arguments and its output will
be the results of the function. Figure 8 uses the apply node to
generate the partially evaluated function ‘*2’. Partially evalu
ated functions can be stored in the library as one way of
providing commonly used functions.
7
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J numbers
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primes
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Hap
[T] numbers [J] k

&

Remove Non Primes

magnified
c primes

Figure 8: This program multiplies every element of numbers by 2.
magnify is a simple node and uses the map node shown in Figure 7.
Func is sent the partially evaluated function ‘*2’.

(b)
Figure 9: Sieve of Eratosthenes for node and expansion.

3 EXAMPLES
Two sample NL programs are presented here. They were
chosen to demonstrate the parallel capabilities and the power
of eager arrays. Additional examples are available (Harvey
and Morris, 1993 and 1995).
3.1 Sieve of Eratosthenes
The NL implementation of the Sieve of Eratosthenes
problem shows how the eager nature of NL arrays and the
fact that iterations do not synchronise allows the parallel
ism to build up. Note that our aim in this example was to
demonstrate a problem in which parallelism built up as the
solution developed: consequently, we have omitted a
number of optimisations from this simple solution for the
sake of clarity.
The From7 operator generates an array containing [2,3,..,«]
and feeds it to the Sieve for node via the primes recycle port
(Figure 9). The guard node produces an array of iteration
indices [2,3,..,«] so there will be n-1 iterations. Each iteration
is responsible for marking off multiples of its index, k, in the
output array, primes.
The primes port is a recycle port, so the second iteration
must wait until the first one has passed the array of candidate
primes to it. Since arrays have eager semantics, the second
iteration can commence work as soon as the first iteration has
produced a single value. The second iteration then starts up,
marking off multiples of its index in the array of values sent
7 The From operator has 3 integer inputs: an initial value, a maximum vale
and a step value; it produces an array of integers.
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Figure IX: Remove Non Primes while node.

to it by the first iteration. As soon as the second iteration
produces a value, the third iteration can start work marking off
multiples of its index. Thus each iteration waits only until its
predecessor has generated a single array value before it can
start work.
Test is an NL if node that simply tests to see if num is
a multiple of k: if it is not, num flows onto the pp port. As
multiples are discovered, they are replaced in the array by
the special value absent (Figure 10). This value is used by
the while node (Figure 11), in determining when all itera
tions have terminated, but will not be placed into the
output array.
Remove_Non_Primes is an NL while node that fires a
copy of the block node for each element in the array sent to the
numbers reduce port. An EOS token terminates the array so
the EOS? operator is used to detect this value to terminate the
while node. As elements of the array arrive at numbers,
iterations are fired, i.e. the reduce port is operating in element
availability mode. It is not necessary for the entire numbers
array to be present before Remove_Non_Primes starts
iterating. The k port is a simple input port, so the value remains
constant for each iteration of the node: these values are copied
immediately for all iterations.
Each iteration can execute concurrently as there are no
inter-iteration dependencies, so every element of rest is
computed in parallel. Each element will have an index
equal to the iteration index of the while node (not shown).
Because iterations do not synchronise at the end any
values reaching the rest port are free to flow onto the
primes recycle output port.
3.2 Dot Product
Figure 12 shows a simple node for the calculation of a dot
product. Row, column and result are simple ports. Product
(Figure 13) is a for node which produces a vector of all the
individual products which are summed to produce the dot
product. Every element of vector can be calculated in parallel
as there are no inter-iteration dependencies.
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 28, No 1, FEBRUARY 1996
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Figure 12: Dot Product simple node.
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Figure 13: Product for node.

The I output port in the guard node of Product receives an
array of iteration indices generated by the From operator, that
spans from 1 to the maximum index in row, the result of the
MaxA operator.
The I input port in the block node emits the individual
iteration indices. Each firing of the block node extracts the
required element from row — using the GetToken operator
which allows random access to row’s elements — and the
required element from column, multiplies them together and
puts them into vector. Since the index of the resultant vector
element is irrelevant, the index will simply be the iteration
index I.
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As the elements of vector are generated they are passed to the
Sum while node (Figure 5), that iterates on vector calculating
the sum of the elements. Note that the accumulation in the
Sum node was not incorporated in the Product node to allow
the sum to be calculated from elements of vector in whatever
order they are produced. Accumulating in Product by recy
cling a sum token would have forced Product iterations to run
in sequence.
The Sum while node could be replaced by theTreeSum
simple node (Figure 14), which instead of adding the
elements in O(n) time can add the numbers in 0(log n)

time. TreeSum takes the incoming vector and separates
it into two vectors — odd and even. Pairs of elements
from odd and even are then added (in parallel if possible).
TreeSum is a recursive node, which terminates when the
incoming vector contains only one element (this condi
tion is detected in the Separate if node).
4 NL PROGRAMMING
Using the NL dataflow approach, the programmer does not
need to describe parallel computations explicitly. Using two
dimensions the programmer can set out multiple synchronisa
tion requirements easily and with no loss in clarity. The twodimensional representation reveals parallelism to both the
programmer and a compiler without any special effort.
Parallel programming requires the programmer to syn
chronise the usage of data. When the synchronisation is
relatively simple, a parallel language which is an exten
sion of a sequential language can easily cope. But, in
general, much more complex synchronisation scenarios
must be handled and the shortcomings of these extended
languages soon become apparent.
Visual control flow languages, like Meander (Wirtz, 1993),
exhibit superiority over textual parallel languages as soon as
more than two forked threads of computation must join at a
synchronisation point. However, visual control flow prevents
some parallelism. In Meander, a set of threads which produce
multiple values concurrently would synchronise at the waitchild node. However, a consumer may well be able to process
the incoming values in any order, i.e. as they are produced.
NL’s dataflow approach takes full advantage of this.
4.1 Editor
A full graphical editor for NL programs has been written in
C++ using X-Windows/Motif. The editor allows the program
mer to place nodes arbitrarily within blocks and to connect
appropriate ports. It is a syntax checking editor in that it will
not allow any invalid connections to be made. Connections
between ports of different types are prohibited by the editor.
NL is statically typed, but functions with incomplete type
information may be placed in libraries. When these functions
are placed in programs, the editor’s type inferencing system
will allocate types as appropriate (Harvey and Morris, 1994).

Figure 14: Summing the elements of a vector in O(log n) time.
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4.2 Execution
A translator has been written that transforms an NL program
into LOOPN (Lakos, 1991), a language and simulator for
specifying systems in terms of coloured timed Petri nets that
has been developed at the University of Tasmania. The
LOOPN system in turn translates LOOPN code to C.
The nets which are described by LOOPN are an extension
of coloured nets with the provision of object-oriented fea
tures. Places may contain tokens of a particular type. Transi
tions are connected to places and may fire if they can remove
tokens from input places and add tokens to output places. Arcs
indicate the direction of token movement. Data values can be
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 28, No 1, FEBRUARY 1996
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attached to the tokens which can then be used to control the
firing of the transitions.
A net in LOOPN consists of one or more modules, each of
which consists of constant, type, place and transition declara
tions. Complex nets can be built by including instances of
other modules. A module may interact with its environment
by parameter places. A module can be defined to be a subtype
of another module and inherit all of the features of its parent
module type.
Transitions and places can have actions associated with
them that enable LOOPN to interact with the outside world. In
particular, they can be used to pipe information back to the
editor for use in debugging.
It is not appropriate to include a full discussion of the NL
to LOOPN mapping in this paper. To over simplify: arcs map
to places, and operators map to transitions, nodes and ports
map to modules.
The implementation described here was compiled with gcc
under AIX. The LOOPN code generated is translated to C
which is executable on a number of UNIX systems.
The primary aims of the current implementation were
program verification by execution and the gathering of
execution statistics - some preliminary results are avail
able (Harvey, 1995).
Since NL is based on the dataflow model, there is no
memory in the conventional sense. Data is ‘stored’ on arcs in
the graph. Therefore, NL may be implemented on a range of
shared memory and distributed memory machines. An imple
mentation using a threaded C language as the translation
output which would run on a CM-5, a UNIX workstation or a
network of workstations is planned.
4.3 Debugging
An NL programmer can watch the program executing in
exactly the same environment that it was written. The differ
ent debugging options available to the programmer are shown
in Figure 15. The programmer can simply allow the program
to run to completion by choosing the continue button, paus
ing at any time. Alternatively the programmer can simply fire
one node at a time by using the step function, or jump a set
number of node firings. Alternatively the programmer can fire
off all nodes that can fire in parallel by using the step button
in the clock section or jump a set number of parallel firings.
As nodes fire they are highlighted; selecting a port will
show its current value. If the node firing is an iterating node,
the node can be expanded and an extra slider appears along
side the graph. This slider can be used to choose which
iteration to look at. For example in Figure 16(a), we are
currently looking at iteration number 44. Individual ports of a
node can also be looked at, so Figure 16(b) shows that the k
input port of Sieve also has value 44. This facility will allow
the programmer to closely examine “blocked” iterations and
easily find the port where tokens are not arriving.
It is also possible to install “breakpoints”. These break
points can be at node level or at a specific port. Breakpoints at
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 28, No 1, FEBRUARY 1996
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Figure 16: The Sieve node expanded in debug mode.
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node level cause the program to halt when that node can fire.
A breakpoint at a port level is triggered by the arrival of a data
token whose value meets some specified condition.
5 CONCLUSION
By providing a small, yet sufficient, set of high level
programming constructs, we have designed an effective
visual programming language. NL programmers are able
to use the composite nodes to program at any desired level
of abstraction. One common approach to engineering
large software systems starts with a dataflow diagram
which is then transformed by hand into a textual program
ming language. Using NL, the time-consuming and errorprone transformation step can be eliminated: the original
data-flow diagram is simply progressively refined until a
working program is produced.
Although NL provides a powerful and effective tool for
representing sequential processing problems, we believe
that it is in the area of parallel programming that its real
superiority to conventional textual languages is most evi
dent. The dataflow model gives us “parallelism for free” in
the sense that the programmer need not think in terms of
potential parallel operations while writing the program.
Synchronisation is implicit — a programmer will insert
required synchronisations into an NL program without
thinking of them as synchronisation points.
When multiple processors are available, it is well known
that run-times can be improved in many programs by using
processors that would be otherwise idle to perform specula
tive evaluation. All the block nodes in a composite node can
always be evaluated in parallel — if sufficient processors are
available — without affecting the result of the computation.
Thus, the NL programmer need make no special effort to mark
potential speculative evaluations.
Since debugging parallel programs is a considerably more
complex task than debugging sequential ones, debugging capa
bilities become more impoitant in the parallel arena. It seems
generally accepted that visualisation of the running program
makes debugging significantly easier. Visualising NL programs
requires no changes to the representation of the program, so that
the programmer needs to make no paradigm shifts to understand
the visualiser’s representation of the program he is working on.
We believe that this may prove to be the key benefit of using the
visual programming model for parallel programming.
6 FUTURE WORK
The human-computer interface of NL has yet to undergo
any significant analysis. A major area of further research
is the study of the suitability of the NL icons used to
represent each component.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a structured graph formalism for the
visualisation of software designs. A structured graph com
prises two partially ordered sets of nodes and links, and
accompanying producer/consumer relationships. To support
network abstraction and design refinement, the paper identi
fies canonical representations for structured graphs. Not only
does this establish the notion of equivalent structured graphs,
but it also provides the basis for formally defining viewing and
editing operations on such graphs.
Many CASE tools are based on graphs with node
and link hierarchies to provide abstraction. Some areas
where CASE tools are used are: analysis and design,
testing, configuration management, and project man
agement. A recent overview of CASE tools is given in
(Fuggetta, 1993). The major contribution of this paper
is to present a visual formalism for CASE tools based
on structured graphs.
A visual formalism is a diagrammatic notation with a formal
syntax and formally defined browsing and editing operations.
Generally, a visual formalism is concerned with diagram topol
ogy rather than its geometric layout. Harel (1988) introduced the
term visual formalism to present Higraphs: the formalism be
hind statecharts. Johnson etal( 1993) presented the Application
Construction Environment (ACE) which used visual formalisms
as application frameworks.
Other work which has provided formal treatments of
structured analysis models are: Adler (1988), Tao and Rung
(1991), Chen and Chung (1991) which provides a formal
treatment of DFDs with scalable restructuring operations, but
a data dictionary is not included. Tse (1991) formally identi
fied the commonality between the different structured meth
ods and gave a definition of well structured models. Arndt and
Guercio (1992) were also concerned with good decomposi
tion of a model.
There is other work which uses a similar underlying model
to structured analysis for the visual presentation of software.
A description of the requirements for a tool which uses an
underlying model similar to that of structured analysis for the
visual presentation of software is given by Guindon (1992).
Such tools can be used for both forward and reverse engineer
ing. Structured analysis notation has also been used to assist
with reverse engineering (Canfora et al, 1992), (Khan and
Miyamoto, 1993), (Edwards and Munro, 1993), (O’Hare and
Troan, 1994).
This paper builds on structured planning (Wilson and
Sifer, 1990; Potter and Sifer, 1988) which applied func
tional decomposition to project planning. In structured
planning the node and link hierarchies were restricted to
trees. In this paper they may be arbitrary ordered sets. In
particular multiple parents are allowed. Compared with
the earlier work on structured planning, the approach here
is more general and widely applicable, and the formal
description more elegant. Cimitile and Visaggio (1994)
have also extended structured planning; they provided a
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dynamic interpretation of structured planning networks
using petri nets.
In our recent work (Sifer and Potter, 1995) we provided
an alternative formal treatment of scalable graph based
CASE tools with a structured analysis example. The cur
rent treatment is more general and has better browsing and
editing properties. A more detailed comparison is given in
Section 5.
Section 2 demonstrates the structured graph visual
formalism. Section 3 provides the formal definition of
structured graphs and its canonical representations. Sec
tion 4 provides a formal treatment of browsing and editing
operations on structured graphs. Appendix A gives a
summary of terminology introduced by this paper. Appen
dix B provides supporting mathematical definitions; drawn
from order theory, used in Sections 3 and 4. In the rest of
this paper “structured graph” will often be abbreviated
to “model”.

2 MODEL ABSTRACTION
This section describes models, and demonstrates model
browsing and editing. Models can be built in a bottom-up
or top-down manner. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 present models
from a bottom-up perspective. They present a model as an
underlying network of nodes and links, upon which node
and link hierarchies have been built. A collection of
summary networks for browsing can then be automatically
derived. Section 2.3 extends models to include incomplete
models built top-down. In our formalism complete models
are a special case of these. In summary, we show struc
tured graphs support both bottom up abstraction and topdown refinement.
Structured graphs are a mathematical formalism, and
could be applied to any graph based visualisation system
to which abstraction can be usefully applied. One of the
benefits of the structured graph formalism is that it pro
vides scalability of browsing and editing operations.
Scalability has been specifically addressed in Sifer and
Potter (1995).

Figure 1: A network of nodes and links.

When a network of nodes and links becomes large it is
difficult to browse and edit. Clearly some kind of abstraction
is needed. One technique is to partition the network into
blocks where each block is a small network, then to treat each
block as an abstract node. Note that as the network is sym
metrical, the partitioning into blocks could have been done on
nodes or links, but partitioning on nodes matches the conven
tions of typical applications. Usually this partitioning into
blocks will need to be applied recursively to the abstract
nodes. When the abstract nodes are ordered by set inclusion
(of nodes), they form a tree. An example of this is shown in
Figure 2. The whole network is represented by Z, and this has
been partitioned into two blocks, X and Y. In Figure 2 the
partitioning is firstly shown as a division of the network, then
secondly as an order, where blocks are ordered by set inclu
sion of the underlying nodes. A nested partition when so
ordered will always be a tree.

Node Order

Z

2.1 Network Abstraction
The starting point for a model is a network of nodes and
links. For an application, nodes and links are usually
distinguished by unique labels. Each node may have sev
eral input links and several output links, while each link
may have several producer nodes and several consumer
nodes. This is more general than say Data Flow Diagram
(DFD) graphs where a data flow is restricted to a single
producer, but having this symmetry between nodes and
links allows a more general model to be described while
allowing a simpler formal description. An example net
work is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: A partitioned network.

Sometimes more than one partitioning may be appropriate,
so the final node hierarchy which is the superposition of these
trees is not a tree, but an ordered set. Figure 3 shows this. The
network is represented by two alternative partitionings, Z and
Q. The Q partition comprises the blocks M and N. In general,
an arbitrary number of alternative partitions can be used, with
each partition giving rise to a tree.
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Figure 3: A multiple partitioned network.
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We have seen how partitioning the network into
blocks results in networks which contain a comprehen
sible number of abstract nodes, but the situation for
links has got worse. As blocks get bigger, the number
of links between blocks increases. This is alleviated by
replacing groups of links by summary or abstract links.
When this is done recursively the result is a link order.
This is shown in Figure 4.
Once a link order is established as in Figure 4 there
is a choice of interface, though all choices will be '
equivalent to the same underlying links. In Figure 4 the
choices are {a},{b,c}, {b,f},{g,c} and {g,d,f}. The
choice used, {a}, was the most summarised interface.
The most summarised (maximum) interface can be
completely derived from the underlying links and the
link order. No additional user input is required. For
users this is reasonable as they would normally, manu
ally set up maximum interfaces anyway.
Future work could allow additional information to be
added so that specific model views have non-maximal
interfaces, but this could impact on the scalability of
editing operations. This paper does not address the genera
tion of a model view’s graph layout. It is assumed to be
automatic by default, with a user having the option to
modify a layout. However, allowing layout modification
would add layout information for specific views to mod
els, and this could also impact on the scalability of editing
operations. There is substantial body of research on auto
matic graph layout (Di Battista et al, 1994) and this would
need be drawn upon in any future full graphical implemen
tation of this work.
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Figure 4: A partitioned network with interface summarisation.

We have started with a network of nodes and links and after
partitioning the network and summarising interfaces, node
and link orders have been generated. With this approach it is
the underlying network which captures all dependency infor
mation between nodes and links. Abstract nodes and links are
just summaries of the underlying nodes and links, and net
works of abstract nodes and links are just summaries of the
underlying network itself. It is this perception of models
which results in all models having convexity of producer
nodes: that is, if a node and its ancestor node produce a link
then any nodes between these also produce the link, and the
same applies to consumers.
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Traditional CASE tools, for example structured analysis
tools, support a different perspective of a model. They represent
a model as a collection of DFDs which are networks of nodes
(processes) with summarised link (data flow) interfaces. Each
process appears in only one DFD with its siblings (the other
children of the process’s parent). Because such tools directly
implement the original paper based system, no networks of
nodes from different diagrams are available for display to a user.
Flowever, using our perspective of an underlying network there
is no reason to restrict the abstract networks which a user can see
to just abstract networks containing sibling nodes. Networks can
be generated from the underlying network and node and link
orders. Such networks are shown in Figures 5 and 6. These
figures also show how a user selects model views: by first
selecting the domain, the submodel of interest; then selecting the
nodes and links of interest.
(i) select a domain ... Z

If the model is very large the user first selects the submodel
to be viewed; the domain. All nodes in the selected domain are
shown shaded. In the example shown in Figure 5 the whole
model is chosen. Next a cross-section of nodes is chosen; this
would be done while the user is looking at the node order,
keeping in mind each node in this cross-section represents
some portion of the underlying network. Nodes X,U,V and W
are selected. Finally, the user may restrict which links appear
in the resultant view. All links are selected. Note while the
node selection is flat (that is all nodes are non-comparable),
the link selection must be down complete (that is, for each link
included, its descendants are included as well). An example
where the user does restrict the domain and links is shown in
Figure 6.
A model is an underlying network of nodes and links
with a node and link order. This is different to the user
perspective of a model. Their perception comes from
how they interact with the model. They are able to
browse a model by looking at model views. So for a
(i) select a domain ... Y

Z
000
X

Y

l~u~| l~v~l fwl

(ii) select a node view
(iii) select a node view

rn Mmw

Y
W

U

(iii) select links ... all

(ii) select links ... c,e,h

model view
model view

Figure 5: Selecting a model vjew I.
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Figure 6: Selecting a model view II.
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user, a model could be the collection of all model views.
Figure 7 shows such a model. Each node is shown with its
summarised interface and links. A desired property for mod
els is that node interfaces should be context free as this will
provide the least surprise to a user. This has been achieved by
our network layout style; which allows the merging and
splitting of links, combined with net interfaces. This will be
explained in more detail in the next section. Given the local
interface of each abstract node is context free, a model view
can be constructed by collecting nodes with their local inter
faces, then joining an output link to an input link when they
have some common underlying links. In this way Figure 7
shows enough information to construct all model views, and
because these local interfaces are already summarised the link
order is not further required. In this style of figure we some
times show connections between producers and consumers
but need not do so.

U

V

X

Y

X

Y

/ \ / \

P
V

Q

/ \ / \
X

Y
P

(iv)
Figure 7: A model with all local interfaces .

p

U

/

Q

\

u (v

Y
U

2.2 Browsing Models
This section will look at model browsing in more detail. A
major challenge in generalising the model browsing in Sifer
and Potter (1995) was determining the interface between two
abstract nodes which overlap. Consider Figure 8 which shows
examples of this. Firstly (from left to right), it shows a node
order above an underlying network, then it shows the under
lying network partitioned into P and Q, and rightmost it shows
the model view of {P,Q}. The rule used in the figure is: an
abstract node produces a link as a net output when the link is
produced within the portion of the underlying network that the
abstract node represents and the link is consumed by a node in
the underlying network which is outside the network repre
sented by the abstract node.
Figure 8 (i) shows a straightforward example where the
node order is a tree. Link a is produced in P by node V and
consumed outside P by X so it appears as an output of P. Also,
link a is consumed in Q by node X and produced outside Q by
V so it appears as an input of Q. In case (ii) a link appears
between P and Q for similar reasons except the underlying
nodes involved are V and Y. Case (iii) is different however,
abstract node P produces link a but Q has no input in the model
view of {P,Q}- Here, link a is a net output of P but not a net
input of Q because, though link a is consumed within Q, it is
not produced outside Q. In case (iv) the model view of {P, Q}
contains no links, as the link a is internal to both abstract nodes
P and Q.
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V

X

Y

Figure 8: Model view net interface.

Another consequence of our definition of the underlying
network is that there cannot be two links with the same name
but which have different producer and consumer sets. Once a
link’s producers and consumers are identified, we say that all
producers connect via the link to all consumers in the under
lying network, and given the definition of net interfaces for
abstract nodes this will apply to abstract producers and con
sumers too.
The network layout style used in this paper was used in
previous structured planning work (Wilson and Sifer,
1990). Figure 9 shows some examples of network layout.
The left hand side of Figure 9 shows underlying networks
and the right-hand side shows the same network with
summarised interfaces. Each node’s inputs and outputs are
summarised separately, so in (ii) the output of node X is
summarised to b, while inputs to Y and Z are left un
changed as they cannot be summarised. The diagram
should be read as: X produces link b, the d portion of b is
consumed by Y, and the e and/portion of b is consumqd by
Z. In cases (iii) and (iv) all interfaces have been summa
rised. Case (iv) also shows an example with multiple
producers. Again, each node’s inputs and outputs have
17
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been summarised separately then joined up when the leaf links
they represent intersect. It is the combination of this network
layout style and net interface which achieves the aim of a
context independent node interface under model viewing.

(ii)

P----------- — Q

/ \
U

A

V

X

(iii)

P'------"*‘Q

P'------

/ \ / \
Y

J

X

x
X

X

JJ^possible completions

Link Order
(iii1)

(»')

(■')

P--------- Q

/\

V

/\

X ^*-Y

P-

P"

/ \ / \

/ \ / \
X

Y

v-V

X

Y

Figure 10: Incomplete Models with undistributed flows.

Leaf Link View

User View

Figure 9: Network layout.

2.3 Incomplete Models
In a complete model all links have leaf producer and
consumer nodes. A model which is not complete is incom
plete. Incomplete models must be supported to allow
flexible user editing, so final producers and consumers for
a link can be left undefined, so a links producer can be
defined first, or a links collection of consumers can be
defined first. But, at all these intermediate steps, the model
needs to be viewable, so any model viewing system must
support browsing and editing of incomplete models. The
formal description in the next sections will deal with
incomplete models rather than complete models. Com
plete models are still useful though, as a simpler introduc
tion to models.
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A model may be incomplete in two ways. Firstly,
some leaf flows may have producers and consumers but
no leaf producers or consumers. These are called undis
tributed flows. Our interpretation of this model is that
later the flow’s producers and consumers will be made
more specific until all the lowest producers and con
sumers are leaf nodes. But until this is done the pro
ducer and consumer relationship between nodes and
links is not fully captured by the underlying network.
Examples of incomplete models with undistributed
flows are show in Figure 10 with some possible com
pletions. In (i) link a is has sources (lowest producers
and consumers) P and Q which are not leaf nodes. This
is read as: it is not known at the moment which nodes
below P and Q will produce and consume link a. A
possible completion for this incomplete model is shown
in (i'). Case (ii) is similar except P and Q overlap. In
case (iii) the node order itself must be extended to get
a completion. Making node X the producer and con
sumer would not work for two reasons. Firstly, it would
introduce a cycle into the underlying network as X
would output and input the same flow. Secondly, even
if a cycle was allowed, letting X produce and consume
link a would leave P with no net output and Q with no
net input so this change would not preserve the existing
views and hence not be a completion.
The second reason a model may be incomplete is: a
link may have missing producers or consumers (half
flows). Half flows make a model incomplete as the
underlying network cannot capture what the flow’s
highest producers or consumers should be. Examples
of models with half flows and possible completions are
shown in Figure 11. Half flows are visually distin
guished from full flows by having an empty arrow
head, so their presence highlights a model’s incom
plete state. A non-leaf flow is shown as a half flow
when it summarises at least one leaf half flow. In (i)
and (ii) link a has only producers, but in (iii) link a has
a full flow from node U to V and a half flow from P.
The property that all half flows preserve, as shown in
(i)-(iv), is that there is no gap in the flow path. That is, a
half flow’s producer or consumer node set is convex.
Completions for (i) to (iii) are straight forward but note
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that in (iv) the node order needed to be extended. This
is to avoid having a cycle in the underlying network,
the same problem encountered in Figure 10 (iv). Also,
in (iv') the view {P, Q) contains a link a from Q to P, as
X in Q produces link a and V outside Q consumer link
a. This is a reminder that for every flow, all producers
connect to all consumers.
Recapping: an incomplete model is a model that cannot
be fully described by an underlying network with node and
link orders. The incomplete model will be described by: a
network of nodes (underlying or abstract) and leaf links,
the highest producers and consumers of half flows, and
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Figure 11: Incomplete Models with half flows.
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2.4 Editing Models
This section will demonstrate some model editing: adding a
flow and removing a flow. These operations must preserve the
constraints which define a model. These are: node interfaces
are to be context free, the maximum amount of abstraction is
used, and all interface are to be net interface. Some examples
of editing are shown in Figure 12.
In (i) link a gains an additional consumer node Y, so P
becomes a net producer of link a and Q a net consumer of
link a. Case (ii) extends (i) by making node X a producer
of link a, so Q becomes a net producer of link a and P a net
consumer of link a. Now both P and Q output and input
link a, but these are only apparent cycles, which indicate
that link a must have multiple producers and consumers,
with at least one producer and consumer in P and Q. Case
(iii) shows P becomes a producer of link a, keeping the
producer set convex; R also becomes a producer. In (iv)
node P is moved under Q; note this has only changed the
node order, there is no change to the underlying network.
In (v) abstract link a is removed from the link order, so the
summarised interface between P and Q becomes links b
and c.
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Figure 12: Model editing.

3 MODEL REPRESENTATIONS
Representations for models are important. In Sifer and Potter
(1995) browsing and editing a structured analysis model was
demonstrated: a user could see the node order, the link order and
select to see any arbitrary cross-section of the model as a graph
then directly edit it. From a user’s perspective the model is then
the node and link orders and all possible cross-section networks
of the model. Clearly trying to define editing operations on this
highly redundant structure would be complex. A representation
of this structure which contains no redundant information is
needed to make the definition of editing operations straightfor
ward and allow a better understanding of how viewing works;
such a canonical representation assists visual formalisms to be
simple and understandable.
This section presents the definition of a model and two
important model representations. The representation which
contains no redundant information is the compact model, and
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that model representation which a tool user sees is the abstract
model. In fact, a tool user only sees cross-sections of an
abstract model called model views, which represent summary
networks. The relationship between these representations and
user browsing and editing is shown in Figure 13.

Compact

used tor

----------- ---------- ------►

v
Abstract -------------------------used for
► User
Model
Browsing
Figure 13: The model scheme.

Section 3.1 defines structured graphs (models). Section 3.2
presents the two canonical representations of structured graphs:
compact and abstract models. Appendix B provides support
ing order theory definitions and notation.
3.1 Structured Graphs
A structured graph (model) is abi-partitegraph whose vertices
are nodes and links where edges are characterised by prods
and cons relations, equipped with ordering relations on nodes
and links.
Definition 3.1
A structured graph is depicted as the tuple (<,, <n, prods, cons)
where:
<!: is a finite ordering relation on links : P Link
<n: iS a finite ordering relation on nodes : P Node
prods, cons : Link —» P Node
and, an alternative representation is (<h <n, out, in) where:
out, in : Node —> P Link
out n = ( / I n e prods l }
inn = ( l | n e cons l }
3.2 Compact and Abstract Models
We present a series of definitions which culminate in the
definition of the compact and abstract functions C and A,
which map structured graphs to their compact and abstract
forms. Figure 14 depicts their relationship. Refer to Appendix
B for order theory notation.
Models

Compact
Models
^_____ C______
Figure 14: The model mappings.
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Definition 3.2
(a) Conversion to an equivalent model with leaf links only.
C, (<i, <„, out, in) = (<b <n, span °out, span °in)

US6T

Editing

Model

The first definition takes care of equivalent models which
may have different levels of link summarisation.

Abstract
Models

(b) Conversion to a model with all possible links.
A, (<j, <„, out, in) = (<,, <„, -l ° max 0 out, -l ° max ° in)
The next definition provides the crux of our approach.
The key is to be able to capture the ideas of network
abstraction presented in the previous section: the essential
thing here is to capture the way in which full flows can be
derived from an underlying network. We need to cater for
cases when flows are not fully distributed, and when they
are not complete (i.e. missing producers or consumers).
Our presentation is simplified by restricting these prelimi
nary definitions to models with leaf links only. The map
pings in Definition 3.2 were provided to allow us to use
such leaf link models as an intermediate stage in the
construction of C and A.
For an underlying network we think of a leaf link as
participating in a (full) flow just when it has non-compa
rable leaf producers and leaf consumers. We can general
ise this to allow for the case when flows are not fully
distributed, by replacing “leaf producers” by “minimal
producers”, and similarly for consumers. A first attempt at
defining an abstraction of a full flow might be to lift the
producer and consumer relations through the node order,
while ensuring that the flows still correspond to the flows
in the underlying network. This would lead to the follow
ing definition for the set of full producers of a given leaf
link / : links
prods/ = { n : nodes I 3p : prods l. c : cons l •
p II c
n>p
n || c
}
and similarly for consf. The minimal consumer c in this
definition acts as the basis for the abstraction of the full
flow for / from p. Our actual definition is very close to
this, and is equivalent to it for complete models. How
ever, for incomplete models, there is a desirable con
vexity property of the abstract model, which this first
attempt at a definition does not yield. We relax the
requirement that a full flow producer be connected to
the same minimal consumer as the minimal producer
which it abstracts.
prods/ = { n : nodes I 3p : prods l. cl, c2 : cons l •
p II cl
n>p
n\\c2
}
The algebraic definition below is equivalent.
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C„ (<„ <„, prods, cons) = (<„ <n, prodsc, cons,)
Vl '.links'
______
prodsc l = prods l u (prodsa l - prodsfl)

Definition 3.3 Full Flows
Full flow producer for leaf links: prodsf: Link —» p Node
For given prods and cons, and /: links
prodsfl = T(prods l - ((cons /)“ u (cons l)1)) - ((cons /)“ u
(cons /)')
Full flow consumer for leaf links: consf: Link —» p Node
is defined analogously.
The abstract form of a structured graph is constructed as a
series of transformations: restricting the model to leaf links
only (using Cj), filling in any missing flows for those links,
then for each node including all possible links (using A,). This
is formalised below.
Definition 3.4 Abstract models
The abstraction mapping A for structured graphs is defined as
A-A, °An °C,
where
A„ (<„ <n, prods, cons) = (<h <„, prodsa, consj
V l: links •
prodsa l = <)(prods l u prodsfl)
consa l = 0(cons l u consfl)

conscl = cons l u (cons., I - consA)
The compact form is the smallest (leaf link) model which
generates the same abstract model. The definition can be
understood by relating it back to the abstract form: in the
abstraction mapping, full flows are derived just from the
underlying network (the minimals), but half flows are derived
via a convex closure, which requires that maximal half flows
be recorded in the compact form, as well as the minimals.
Examples of compact models are given by Figures 11 (i),
(iii) and (iv); Figure (ii) can be made compact by removing
node U as a producer of link a.
3.3 Properties
From the above definitions it can be shown that Figure 14 is
a commuting diagram. It follows that A and C satisfy:
(i)

equivalence of compact and abstract models
A
= A m2 <=> C m, = C m2

(ii) closure
A°A=A

c°c = c
The equivalence property ensures that the two forms of
model representation actually identify the same collection of
models. The closure property ensures that further abstraction/
compaction has no effect.

Figure 15: An abstract model.

4 MODEL EDITING AND VIEWING
The compact model will be used to define editing operations
because it is the smallest canonical representation, whilst the
abstract model will be used for browsing. The editing opera
tions given here are intended to be the basic building blocks
for user editing operations. Definitions for these now follow.
4.1 Model Editing

The model shown in Figure 15 is the abstract form of that
in Figure 4. Note that each node interface is a downset of links,
rather than just the most summarised links. Also, node Zhides
link a and its descendants, because their producers and con
sumers are contained within Z. An abstract model producer
which is not a full flow producer is a half flow producer, and
similarly for consumers.
The compact form of a structured graph is constructed by
restricting the model to leaf links only (using C(), then extract
ing minimal producers and consumers, and maximal half flow
producers and consumers.
Definition 3.5 Compact models
The compact mapping C for structured graphs is defined as

C = c„ °c,
where
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Definition 4.1 Let <x and <y be order relations. Then <x and <y
are composable if and only if:
(<x u <y)* is a order relation
The above check is needed to avoid introducing cycles
when doing the following model edit operations.
Definition 4.2 Let X and Y be compact models where their
node and link orders are composable. Composition, intersec
tion and difference operations on them are given by:
X®Y = C((<lxu<ly)*,(<xu<y)*,
prodsx u prods , consx u cons )
XnT =C((<lxu<ly)*,(<nxu<ny)*,
prodsx n prodsy, consx n cons,)

,

X-Y = C((<lxu <„)*,(< xu<ny)*,
prodsx - prods,,, consx - cons,)
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Definition 4.3 Let X be a compact model. Let N c nodes, and L
c links. Node and link restriction operations on X are given by:
restrictN X-C (<,, <n, prods > N, cons > N)
restrictL X = C (<b <n, L<\ prods, L<J cons)
Symbols < and > are domain and range restriction operators.
4.2 Model Viewing
A user browses a model by selecting model views. Both
nodes and links in a model view can be restricted, with a
final model view showing: nodes and their net maximum
summarised interfaces.
Definition 4.4 Let m be an abstract model. Let Ncz nodes, and
L c links, where Vis flat and L is a downset. The model view
of m restricted to L and N is depicted as:
modelV mLN=F(L<(^m\^>N)
where abstract model node and link restriction operations on
m are given by:
m [► N
L^\m

= A (<[, <.. prods > N, cons > N)
= A (<„ <„, L < prods, L < cons)

and the flat maximum model view operator F is given by:
F m =(<h <„, max ° out, max ° in)
Model views have context free interfaces under arbitrary
node selection only with respect to a common link selection.
For example, if model views are always selected with all links,
the views will have context free interfaces.

outside leaf node produces the link. Such non-leaf nodes have
a net interface. Note the symmetry between producers and
consumers. These three properties guide how a user perceives
a model via browsing and editing.
Scalability of model browsing and editing for a user is a
result of the maximum net interfaces constraint (the combina
tion of properties two and three). However, given this con
straint there are three intrinsic limitations of models. Two of
these limitations became apparent only with the generalisa
tion of the node and link hierarchies to ordered sets from trees.
So they did not appear in structured planning models.
The first limitation is a lack of explicit external flows in
some situations. This limitation is due to the context free
property of maximum net interfaces. When a partial model
view is selected, it does not abstract the whole underlying
network so there are leaf nodes outside the view. Figure 16 (i)
shows a model view containing nodes X and Y with node Q
being outside this view. Whether a node produces a link
which is only consumed locally (by a node also in the model
view), or by a local node and an external node there is no
diagrammatic difference. In Figure 16 (ii) an external con
sumer, node Q, is introduced but there is no change to the net
interface model view of nodes X and Y. The key problem is:
existing structured analysis tools do highlight the existence
of a external consumer with a flow which has no consumer
node as is shown in (iii). We would like model views to show
these external links without violating the context free node
interface property.
T

T

T

T

/ \

/. \

/. \

/. \

P

5 DISCUSSION
A claim of this paper is that structured graphs have scalable
browsing and editing operations. In this section the model
properties (or constraints) which ensure that browsing is
scalable are given. Three limitations of structured graphs are
then given: a lack of explicit external flows in some situations,
the occurrence of apparent half flows in some model views,
and the inability of some links to appear in any model view.
These limitations can be partially resolved but at the cost of
decreasing scalability.
Three properties allow model browsing to be scalable.
Firstly, a node in a user’s view always has the same set of link
inputs and outputs independent of the other nodes which
appear in the view. We call this the context free property for
node interfaces. It allows a user to associate a fixed node
interface with each node. The second property ensures each
node’s input and output links are shown at their maximum
level of abstraction. The third property is the critical one: it
defines the content of non-leaf node interfaces. A non-leaf
node is an abstraction of its collection of descendant leaf
nodes. A non-leaf node produces a given link when one of its
descendant nodes produces the link and an outside leaf node
consumes the link. A non-leaf node consumes a given link
when one of its descendant nodes consumes the link and an
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Figure 16: A model with external flows.

To ensure node interfaces remain context free external
flows are shown as a flow to an environment node; which
represents all the nodes outside the current view, but where
the environment node itself does not appear, as shown in
Figure 16 (iv). Here link a has a local consumer Q, and an
external consumer indicated by the second arrow which has
no local consumer node. The rules for adding an explicit
external flow are:
(i) Link a appears as an external input to the environment
when: it is produced locally (in the current model view)
and is consumed by an external node (which is non
comparable to all nodes in the model view).
(ii) Link a appears as an external output from the environ
ment when: it is consumed locally (in the current model
view) and is produced by an external node (which is non
comparable to all nodes in the model view).
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With these rules, external flows have been added whilst
retaining context free node interfaces, though the additional
external flows are model view dependent. The formal descrip
tion in Section 4 covers only the context free portion of the
model, and does not discuss external flows.
The second limitation, the occurrence of apparent half
flows in some model views, is due to the generalisation of
models to include node ordered sets. When the node order is
not a tree the situation can arise where a model is complete so
all links have producer and consumer nodes, but in some
model views there are half flows. An example of this is shown
in Figure 17. This is a consequence of the overall requirement
for node input and output interfaces to be context independent,
that is for a node’s interface to be the same regardless of what
model view it is in.
P

Q

Select view {P,Q}

In situation (i) a virtual consumer is added, in situation
(ii) a virtual producer is added. Again, these virtual flows
are context dependent, and the formal model in Section 4,
which describes only context free interfaces, will not
include virtual flows.
P—a

► Q

Figure 18: A model with virtual flows.

The third limitation, the inability of some links to Appear in
any model view, is due to the generalisation of models to
include link ordered sets. When models are restricted to link
trees, there is the possibility that every link can appear as a
flow in a model view. However, when the link order is not a
tree the situation can arise where, given a link order, there are
some links that could never appear in any model view in any
model. An example of this is shown in Figure 19. In case (i)
the abstract link a is added, so link b no longer appears in the
model view {P, Q}. The limitation is: regardless of changes to
the underlying network, link b can never appear in a model
view as link a is the maximum summary of link b. In case (ii)
the interface between P and Q in the model view {P, Q) is links
{a,c}. The limitation is that regardless of changes to the
underlying network, link a can never appear in a model view
by itself, it will always appear with link c, as links {a,c} is the
maximum summary of links {e,fg).

•U(i)

('0

Q

Add

Add a
Figure 17: A model with apparent half flows.

The problem is: when the user looks at the model view
{P, Q} it appears in Figure 17 that P produces link a and Q does
nothing. Though there is a consumer of link within Q there is
no producer of link a outside Q, so Q contains a consumer of
link a (is a gross consumer of a) but not a net consumer. If the
model view is only {Q} then it is natural for no input of link
a to be shown, but for the model view of {P, Q} we would like
to see link a input into Q. Clearly doing this would violate the
property of node interfaces being context free.
This limitation can be contained by the introduction of
virtual half flows. A virtual half flow converts the apparent
half flow to a full flow. To distinguish them, virtual flows are
shown with a dotted line, as in Figure 18.
In general a virtual flow for link a is added to a node Q when:
(i) Q appears in a model view where link a is a net output of
P, which is also in the model view, and Q is a gross but not
net consumer of link a.
(ii) Q appears in a model view where link a is a net input of
P, which is also in the model view, and Q is a gross but not
net producer of link a.
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I

g
view {P,Q}
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Figure 19: A model with unviewable links.

This third limitation is a consequence of node input and
output interfaces in model views being maximum interfaces.
Given an arbitrary link order there may be some links which
cannot be part of any maximum link view or cannot appear
alone. This limitation can only be overcome with the introduc
tion of a model which allows non-maximum interfaces.
6 CONCLUSION
This paper has presented structured graphs, with examples
and mathematical definitions. Structured graphs support the
abstraction of large and complex networks (of nodes and
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links), through the use of node and link hierarchies, and
automatic derivation of high level views from an underlying
network. In particular, when nodes are processes, and links are
data flows, the visualisation of data flow diagrams is sup
ported, with structuring and viewing capabilities superior to
existing tools.
The examples illustrate the complexity caused by allowing
the node hierarchy to be an ordered set rather than just a tree.
They also describe both bottom-up and top-down construc
tion of structured graphs. The mathematical treatment defined
structured graphs, then identified two canonical representa
tions: compact and abstract. The major properties: equiva
lence of compact and abstract models, closure and abstract
model convexity were presented. Model browsing was de
fined on the abstract representation, while model editing was
defined on the compact form.
The scalability of browsing and editing were discussed.
Scalability is a result of using maximum net interfaces. However
there are limitations on this scalability. There are models where
additional model view dependent interface information needs to
be added at the cost of possibly reduced scalability.
An earlier version of structured graphs was prototyped
with a text based implementation in Gofer, a functional
language. This has allowed development and testing of algo
rithms for browsing and editing. In future work we would like
to implement a graphical tool. This would require the use of
an automatic layout algorithm for node and link graphs.
In this paper aggregation hierarchies have been empha
sised. Other work is extending our approach to cater for typed
structures, which are also viewable and have scalable editing
operations. Also, in this paper, model views have been limited
to networks of non-comparable nodes and their net interfaces.
Model views which contain comparable nodes, nested model
views, may be catered for in future work by using an extension
of a Hi-graph layout (Harel, 1988).
We hope the generic nature of the structured graph defini
tions (using nodes and links only) will allow this formalism to
be applied to a range of software visualisation problems, and
perhaps to other areas as well.
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APPENDIX A
This paper introduces a number of new terms, to aid the reader
we present definitions for the most important ones here.
Structured graph/model: a hierarchical network structure
comprising: a node hierarchy, a link hierarchy, and producer/
consumer relations between nodes and links.
Underlying network: a normalised representation of a
structured graph from which producer/consumer relations can
be derived.
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Noncomparable nodes/Outside: nodes not ordered by the
node hierarchy are noncomparable. A node is outside of any
other node if they are noncomparable.
Fullflows: represent a producer/consumer relation formed
by a given link between two nodes.
Halfflows: the subset of producer and consumer relations
not participating in full flows.
Node interface: the set of input and output links for a node.
In a model these sets include all participating leaf links and
also their higher level summaries.
Node view: a cross-section of the node hierarchy.
View/Model view: a restriction of a structured graph to a
node view with summarised node interfaces:
Net interface: a node interface which satisfies the follow
ing two rules. Firstly, the node produces a given link when one
of its descendant nodes produces the link and an outside leaf
node consumes the link. Secondly, the node consumes a given
link when one of its descendant nodes consumes the link and
an outside leaf node produces the link.
Contextfree: aproperty of node interfaces in a model view.
Regardless of which model view a node appears in, its
interface remains the same when context free.
APPENDIX B
This appendix will provide the ordered set definitions re
quired by Sections 3 and 4 where models are formally defined.
We have used (Davey and Priestley, 1990) and (Carre, 1979)
as our references.

(reflexive)
(anti-symmetric)
(transitive)

Definition B.2 A order relation < on P gives rise to relations,
< of strict inequality and || of non-comparability such that, for
all x,y e P:
• x < y if and only if x < y and x^y
• x |[ y if and only if x y and y =s£ x
Often posets are drawn. To do this the covering relation is
required.
Definition B.3 Let (P<) be an ordered set and let x,y,z e P.
Then x —< y, read as x is covered by y is given by:
x —< y if x < y and x < z < y implies

z=x

Definition B.4 Let P be an ordered set and let e e P and S c
P. Functions ie, ie, Te,te are respectively the down set of e,
the strict down set of e, the up set of e and the strict up set of
e. Functions is, is, Ts, and TS are the set versions obtained
by distributed union of the pointwise operators.
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ie

= {x:P \x < e
= {*:P \x< e

te

= {x:P\\e <x

te

= {x.P I e < x

Informally the strict down set of e can be read as all
descendants of e, while the strict upset of e can be read as all
ancestors of e.
Maximals are those elements at the top of an order, while
minimals are those at the bottom of an order. Note that
maximals and minimals may contain more than one element.
But when these contain a single element they are respectively
called maximum and minimum. Maximals and minimals are
usually defined for a whole ordered set. Often we are inter
ested in the local maximals and minimals of a subset of an
ordered set.
Definition B.5 Let P be an ordered set. Maximals, minimals,
upper bounds, lower bounds, convex closure and span map
subsets of P into subsets of P. For S c P:
•S

= {m : S 11 m n S = 0}

•5

= {m : SI i m n S = 0}

• Su = {m : P | (Vs 6S) s < m}
•s' = [m : PI (Vs e S) s < m]
• OS = is n Ts
• span S = is
A subset’s span are those minimals below it.

Definition B.l An ordered set (also referred to as partially
ordered set) is a set P equipped with a binary relation < on P
such that, for all x,y,z e P:
•x<x
• x<y and y < x imply x = y
• x<y andy < z imply x < z

vie

Some of the remaining definitions below are not standard.
>

Definition B.6 Let P be an ordered set and let x,y,z e P and
5cL The predicates flat, leaf and convex are given by:
•flat S = V x,y :S» x*y=*.x^y
• leafS = S cf
• convex S = \/ x,y : S, z : P • x < z < y => z £ S
A subset of P is flat when it is an anti-chain. A subset is leaf
when all subset elements are minimals of P. A subset is
convex when there are no order ‘gaps’ in the subset. Now we
can formally introduce views.
Definition B.7 Let P be an ordered set and fcL Subset V is
a view of P when the predicate//af Vis true. Let V, Wbe views
of P. The view order relation is given by:
V<W if and only if iv c iw
Furthermore, views and downsets are equivalent, as each
view is the anti-chain representation of some downset. So
views can be reasoned about using either representatidn. A
view V of P is complete when span V equals span P. Several
orders with their ordering of complete views below them are
shown in Figure B.l.
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a
/

a

\

b
d

c

/\e f l\ g
{a}

{a,b}
{a}

/ \

{b}

{a}
{b}
\ /
{c,d}

{b,c}

/

\

{b,f,g}

{c,d,e}

\

/

Orders (i) and (iii) have maximum view {a}, while order (ii)
has the maximum view {a.b} which contains two elements.
The function span is a lattice homomorphism on the lattice
of views, it partitions the set of all views into equivalence
classes (views having the same span), where each equivalence
class has a maximum element (view).
The function view span factors the ordering on views into:
the ordering between views with the same span, and the
ordering between the span equivalence classes. Now given
any finite poset P the map from each span of P to maximum
spanning views is a function. A constructive definition can
now be given.

{d,e,f,g}
(i)

(ii)

Figure B.l: Orders with their complete view orders.
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(iii)

Definition B.8 Let P be an ordered set and S c P. The
maximum view over S, is given by:
max S = [x : Ts I span x c span 5}
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BACKGROUND, INTRODUCTION AND
DEFINITIONS
Recent examples such as the London Stock Exchange Taurus
system, the London Ambulance Service and the New Zealand
Banks’ IBIS development highlight the continuing problem
of information systems (IS) failure. Lyytinen and Hirscheim
(1987) call for more empirical studies on the frequency of
different IS problems and the contexts in which they occur, an
aim endorsed by Pinto and Slevin (1987).2 Responding to this
call, Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski (1991) sought to shed
light on ‘the extent of its occurrence and the underlying factors
and conditions contributing to its incidence in companies’.
Their exploratory survey into project abandonment in the
United States gives a useful framework and opened up this
area of research for further work, not least to international
comparisons. Work is in progress in the UK (Gasson, Ormerod
and Martin, 1994) to compare findings using a similar but
augmented questionnaire. This research sought to contribute
to the understanding of the phenomenon by further extending
the target area geographically (to New Zealand), and to
consolidate some improvements to the methodology, in par
ticular by comparing ‘smoothly completed’ projects with
‘redefined’ ones, thus maintaining the research initiative on
this important area.
This paper will discuss our approach in comparison with
Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski (1991), document the results,
and draw out a theme of learning. Since this research has
generated a significant amount of data in its own right, this
article reports primarily on the New Zealand situation, seek
ing to identify and reflect on the most significant factors which
are associated with project redefinition. It does, however, start
to draw some of the more obvious comparisons with the US
work by Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski; more complete and
further reflective comparisons with other work will be possi
ble when the UK research is completed. The result is consid
ered to be a contribution to the understanding of the phenom
enon of IS project redefinition for both practitioners and
academics, particularly in Australasia but also to the wider
global IS community with an interest in this topic.
Lyytinen and Hirscheim define IS project abandonment or
failure as the perceived ‘inability of an IS project to meet a
specific stakeholder group’s expectations’. An IS project is
seen as a group of inter-related activities undertaken by some
members of the stakeholder groups, with the objective of
producing a computer-based system which manages informa
tion to satisfy some specific organisational requirements.
Like Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski, this work is restricted to
considering development failure (orprocess failure in Lyytinen
and Hirscheim’s terminology) and is not concerned with
failure of operational systems after deployment into the social
environment of the firm, although this is another important
issue. The focus is not primarily the technical aspects df the
2 Some referenced work relates to project management in general rather than
IS project management in particular, but their shared attributes are considered
more relevant than their differences.
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development of the system, but mainly the management and
social aspects of the development process, since it is these
which are often found to be more important (Pinto and Slevin,
1987). See Martinez (1994); Ingram (1994) for additional
findings about success and failure.
Discussion following Sauer’s (1993) paper on ‘partial aban
donment' meanwhile proposed the new term ‘Project Redefini
tion’ to replace ‘project abandonment’. This is considered a
useful development; although at first it might appear to be
whitewashing ‘abandonment’ with its negative connotations, it
is adopted in order to make the topic more acceptable for
companies to discuss, who might not wish to appear to be
‘failing’ by ‘abandoning’ work. Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski
also recognised this difficulty. More importantly, the term
‘project redefinition’ allows the inclusion not only of projects
which are totally abandoned, but also projects which suffer from
major change, but then go on to be successfully concluded
eventually. Our definition is as follows: ‘a redefined project is
one which has had its scope amended significantly from the
original plan'. Projects encountering only the usual incremental
refinement of specification and incremental time/budget overruns
are considered ‘smoothly completed’. Projects which are totally
abandoned are a special case of redefined project.
It needs to be noted that project redefinition (including,
by our definition, abandonment) should not be synony
mous with failure. It is recognised that redefining, or
‘pulling the plug’, on problematic and runaway projects,
or projects where the requirements' have changed, for
instance, is good management practice, on that particular
project. In the long term however, the work which is
written off as a result represents an inefficient use of
resources; thus our aim is to increase efficiency by reduc
ing the frequency of project redefinition, and we consider
redefinition as undesirable in general.
We need to compare the range of projects covered by this
term with those covered by Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski’s
work, who used the term ‘abandonment’, but in their question
naire subdivided such projects into total, substantial and
partial abandonment. Roughly speaking, we are equating
their ‘total abandonment’ with our ‘totally abandoned’, and
grouping their ‘substantial and partial abandonment’ under
our term ‘redefined’. It is understood that the terminology
chosen could have an effect, along with an expected increased
response, of changing the target of study. For instance, since
less emphasis is placed on abandonment as a term, it could be
that a lower proportion of totally abandoned projects would be
reported; this proved to be so. Further, there may be an effect
of reporting a higher proportion of high profile projects, on the
assumption that high profile projects which encounter prob
lems are not abandoned, but redefined, thus fitting our empha
sis, whereas lower profile projects which encounter problems
are more likely to be totally abandoned, fitting Ewusi-Mensah
and Przasnyski’s emphasis. This is expected to be a second
order effect however; overall the aim has been to be compa
rable whilst incrementally refining the approach.
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The word ‘redefinition’ also raises the problem of what
is the baseline against which the redefinition is judged; this
work retained Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski’s (1991) base
line of the original project plan, although the problem of
multiple project redefinitions of a single product (Sauer 1993)
is accepted, and was noted by one of the respondents. The
main problem with respect to terminology was how to differ
entiate between projects which have been significantly changed,
and those suffering only from the ‘normal’ incremental change
and budget overruns. We consciously left the judgement of the
severity of the redefinition to the respondents. Most respond
ents appeared comfortable with the use of the term ‘rede
fined’ ; one unexpected interpretation however was in the case
of projects where there were large overruns of budget and/or
time. Strictly speaking, the scope of the project may not have
been altered; however neither could it be said that such a
project was smoothly completed; the overruns were too large
to be considered ‘incremental’. For these projects a more
descriptive word for the project might have been ‘problem
atic’; however this word would suffer from the same conno
tations as ‘abandonment’. In any case, these (few) responses
have been included in the analysis.
We now discuss the methodology, then the results, fol
lowed by a discussion, critique, and some suggestions for
further work.
METHODOLOGY
Gable (1994) gives a useful summary of the merits and
drawbacks of taking a survey approach in preference to a
structured interview or case study approach, and suggests that
survey and case study methods can be integrated. Liebenau
and Smithsson (1993) call for longitudinal case studies, as for
example Robinson’s (1994) interesting insights into the Lon
don Ambulance System disaster. There is also a feeling that in
the relatively informal New Zealand culture, IS managers
tend to respond more favourably to direct contact than a postal
questionnaire. Further, in common with their counterparts in
other countries, IS managers are perceived to be inundated
with questionnaires of one sort or another.
These points are accepted; however it is suggested that
there is still a place for broad based surveys, which was the
method chosen for this work. Surveys can systematically
elicit the frequency of occurrence of a set of issues, each of
which can be followed up in more detailed work, thus giving
pointers for further research as well as contributing to the
wider perspective. In particular, where the topic is a current
issue such as this, it was hoped that sufficient interest and
commitment could be generated to ensure a good response.
The survey method also makes for efficient use of time for
both researcher and respondent. Finally but not least, the latter
approach maintains consistency with recent research for com
parative purposes. In fact, Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski now
propose a tripartite method of survey, interview and docu
mentation analysis for further work, which would be entirely
appropriate for a larger scale and more in-depth analysis of
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particular issues, for example behavioural and cultural issues,
and the management of stakeholder expectations.
Surveys can have questions relevant to the ‘softer’ social,
behavioural and political issues and need not be restricted to the
‘harder’ technical issues (Galliers 1994; Gathers efaZ1992). The
questions, and our interpretation of the answers, cover issues
which recognise different stakeholders’ roles and views (or
views of views!) and issues which are broader than technical and
functional. Respondents can be expected to be viewing project
redefinition primarily from their own (developer) perspective, in
most cases after the event, but also can be expected to show
awareness of their environment; for example, when summaris
ing the reason for redefinition, one respondent blames the
“inability of senior management to realise the impact the system
would/should have on their business; as a result there was a lack
of resource, lack of marketing and slowness to gain the benefits”.
In this respect we see the association of quantitative techniques
with a positivistic stance, and qualitative techniques with inter
pretive stances, as less exclusive than Gable.
McFarlane (1994) criticised the analysis of Ewusi-Mensah
and Przasnyski’s (1991) previous work by pointing out that
there were no reference projects against which to compare the
abandoned projects. The key factors describing Ewusi-Mensah
and Przasnyski’s target projects can be analysed and com
pared with themselves for differences in response between
industry sectors, and for relative strengths of different at
tributes. However a stronger message about reasons for re
definition can be obtained by comparing the redefined projects
with smoothly completed ones; this point is recognised by
Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski (1991). Our work attempted to
address that limitation by including responses describing
smoothly completed projects from the New Zealand compa
nies. A further enhancement methodologically would be to
get the same companies to report on both a smoothly com
pleted and a redefined project, in order to increase the direct
ness of the comparisons. Edwards (1989) used this approach
in a small scale study which brought out the key role of the
project sponsor in IS project management. Such responses
were invited, but not enforced, in this work, for fear of testing
the respondents’ goodwill too much; however two companies
did, in fact, provide an example of each.
The questionnaire went through several stages of refinement
from Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski’s exploratory study in the
United States (Los Angeles and Orange Counties), and the UK
version. We retained a useful supplemental section from the UK
version on project management issues such as functional, com
munication and project organisation issues, whilst maintaining
the existing sections on company and IS department profile,
project profile, time and economic factors, Technological fac
tors and Organisational factors. A significant degree of rationali
sation and re-grouping of questions took place, and presentation
was improved. Questions were also re-worded where necessary
to make them usable both for successfully completed and for
redefined projects. Respondents were asked to report on a recent
significant project which had either been relatively smoothly
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completed, or, preferably, had been subject to significant redefi
nition. Comments were invited at the end of each section, and
respondents were also asked to give an overall conclusion as to
why they felt the project either was smoothly completed, or
needed redefinition; this was to prove useful to check the
researcher’s interpretation of the answers to the other questions,
as well as to check the respondent’s consistency. The question
naire was piloted for a small number of companies in New
Zealand, and minor changes made before the full survey. It is
attached as Appendix 1.
The companies to contact were selected based on a recent
listing of the top 200 NZ companies by revenue (107 located)
and top 30 financial institutions (19 located) (Deloitte Tou
che Tohmatsu, December 1993), supplemented by 6 public
bodies, as well as 17 contacts generated from interaction with
Diploma and Masters students at Victoria University, Wel
lington. The emphasis on larger organisations was simply to
gain access to large projects, and reflects an assumption that
problems experienced by the larger companies can be ex
pected to be an indication of an industry-wide view. The
telephone numbers of the selected companies were obtained,
and contacted to find the name of the person closest to the role
of IS Development Manager. This time consuming and
tedious process helped not only to protect the questionnaire
from misdirection or misplacement, but increased the contact
with the individual (and the chances of response) from
the outset.
First, general respondent analysis is presented, then statis
tics of the overall profile of projects and departments, then an
analysis of differences between smoothly completed and
redefined projects.
GENERAL RESPONSE
In all, 149 organisations were sent questionnaires, and re
sponses received from 44 including one anonymous reply.
Two companies sent two replies (one ‘smoothly completed’
and one ‘redefined’); on the other hand two replies were not
usable. This response rate of 30% was very encouraging and
a significant improvement on the 8.7% (less, if only the
responses revealing abandoned projects are counted) reported
from the US. A record was kept for each company of the type
of contact which was made and of the level of interest
expressed; when compared to the actual response rates3 it
makes for interesting analysis (see Table 1):
Table 1
Degree of Contact
with respondent

Proportion
returned

No direct contact

18%

Message left

29%

Spoke directly, but no definite
interest expressed

36%

Spoke directly, and received an
expression of interest or promise of response

77%

)

3 Excluding the anonymous respondent and a redirected questionnaire.
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A greater response rate was expected from those who
agreed, but its scale was surprising. This is not to say that
people necessarily respond better because they are spoken to
(although this is quite possible). It is however saying that those
who do agree, will in general fulfil their promise, and it
therefore could be particularly useful as a prediction during
the research about how many responses might be expected to
arrive, given the level of interaction!
The number of full time IS personnel in respondent compa
nies ranged from 0 to 300, with an average of 45 but a median of
15. The average duration of reported projects was 13 months,
and the average budget $NZ 2m (approx. $US 1.2m); these
compare with 13 months and $US 2.2m for the US study. In
general therefore, projects were on the same time-scale, but a
smaller financial scale, than the US, which is not surprising. The
average IS involvement per project from the survey was 8.25
person-years, though the figures were extremely varied includ
ing one or two very large projects; the median was 2.3 personyears. On average the reported project effort is in the ratio 2 user
department personnel to 3 IS personnel. This seems high,
although it was not found to be a guarantee of smooth projects
(see later). This is anew measure which could be useful forfuture
comparisons, to test the hypothesis that more user involvement
leads to smoother projects.
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
Table 2 shows the proportion of responses received from
each industry sector and compares with the responses in
the US survey.
Table 2
Sector

Percentage of
responses

US survey,
percentage of
responses

Banking/Finance

9%

31%

Construction

0%

0%

Communications

12%

0%

Education

0%

4%

Government

12%

0%

Health

0%

4%

Insurance

9%

9%

Manufacturing

9%

35%

Minerals

9%

0%

Primary Producers

9%

0%

Restaurants/Hotels

0%

0%

Retail/Distribution

12%

0%

Transportation

0%

13%

Utilities

19%

4%

The average response by company turnover was 23%,
which when compared with the numerical response of 30%
indicates that relatively smaller companies gave a higher
response rate than larger ones. Comparing the company
turnover represented by responses with those surveyed, Bank
ing and Finance, Communications, Government, Insurance,
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Minerals and Utilities were proportionately over-represented,
whilst Construction, Education, Health, Manufacturing, Res
taurants/Hotels, Retail/Distribution and Transport were un
der-represented, though overall a reasonable spread across
industry types has been achieved. Primary producers is a
significant sector for New Zealand and was adequately repre
sented. Diversified companies were not included as such since
their Headquarters were typically very small; normally one of
their subsidiaries was chosen to represent them, and was
classified into the appropriate sector. ‘Communications’ was
a rather ambiguous mixture of communications, media and IS
provision/consultancy. Service sectors were not very well
identified by this classification. Ewusi-Mensah and
Przasnyski’s survey target appears to be much more biased to
manufacturing organisations; however their response rates
appear to be almost inverse to the number sent out, resulting
in an overall response which was spread across industries as
given in the table, for comparison.
In terms of the role of respondents, all were from the IS
department apart from 9% which were from the Adminis
trator; 50% were from IS director or manager, 25% from
systems development managers, and 15% from project
manager or staff. With respect to the size of their IS group
(US figures in parentheses), 34% (17%) reported a de
crease, 41% (35%) reported an increase and 25% (48%)
reported a stable department size, indicating a rather more
dynamic situation than the US survey. 60% reported they
had put most emphasis in the past 5 years into developing
new applications, 16% into standardising IS within the
organisation, and 19% on assimilating new technologies
into their base technology; 5% reported a mixture of these
activities. This question was intended to give a very crude
indication of the relative maturity level of the IS depart
ment; we associated an emphasis on new applications with
new IS groups, an emphasis on standardising IT with mid
maturity, and an emphasis on assimilating new technolo
gies with mature IS groups.
PROFILE OF PROJECTS
An analysis of the overall project profile is given in this
section, for general information; it is followed by the
analysis of differences between the redefined and smoothly
completed projects.
Responses by project category were:
Smoothly completed
23%
Significantly Redefined
70%
Totally Abandoned
7%
The frequency of totally abandoned projects within those
reported as redefined (9% of redefined projects) was much
lower than that reported intheUS(78%of redefined proj ects);
this could be attributable to the new terminology as mentioned
above. For the rest of the analysis, the ‘abandoned’ and
‘redefined’ categories have been combined and labelled ‘re
defined’, according to our definition.
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Respondents were invited to estimate how many projects
had been started in the past five years, and how many had been
redefined in the same time scale. (The time scale is consistent
with Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski’s work). The average of
the number redefined was 5, comparing with 2.7 for EwusiMensah and Przasnyski. Table 3 offers an analysis of the
relative frequencies of the proportion of redefined projects of
all projects started. Bearing in mind the caveat that some of the
redefined projects may include projects which started more
than five years ago, and some current projects may subse
quently be redefined, the ratio of the two is a useful statistic,
which sets a further new measure for future comparisons.
Aggregating over all respondents, the ratio of redefined to
completed projects was 11%, although the average rate of
redefinition for individual companies was markedly higher at
34%. The latter seems to be a high rate of redefinition, and the
difference in these figures also implies that companies report
ing a higher number of projects overall, were reporting a lower
redefinition rate and vice versa, although no significant meas
ure of this association was found from the other questions.

0-10%

14

— Growing departments had a relatively high redefinition
rate, and stable departments had a relatively low rate, at a
99.9% significance level (Table 4). Perhaps growing de
partments are still learning good project management
practice.
— The departments whose main emphasis has been the as
similation of new technologies have a relatively much
higher redefinition rate, at a 99.9% significance level
(Table 5). This is surprising, given our interpretation of
these as mature departments; perhaps our interpretation
was too crude.
— There was no significant difference in the occurrence of
formal project post-mortem reviews amongst the predomi
nant project types (Table 6).
— The departments which were assimilating technology were
of a size which was significantly lower than the overall
average of 45, at a 98% level (Table 7).
— Those departments which do not hold post-mortems do
have a relatively higher redefinition rate, at a 99.9%
significance level (Table 8). This test was prompted by
Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski's (1991) suggestion, and
the result is plausible, suggesting that there is an effective
role for post-mortems in helping to ensure that the depart
ment learns from its successes and failures.

11-20%

10

Table 4

21-30%

4

31-40%

0

Change in IS
dept size

41-50%

6

Grown

>50%

8

Stable

Table 3
% of started
projects redefined

number of
respondents

Only 9% of the redefined projects were redefined at the
planning or analysis stage (Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski
26%). Thus there is a lower occurrence of early redefinition of
projects. For the redefined projects, the redefinition took place
on average after 113% of the initial budget had been spent,
compared with approximately 70% of original budget in the
US.4 “It wasn’t until I disclosed to the Board that we had hit
$lm in cost that the project was redefined” reported one
respondent. With respect to the time of redefinition, the
respondents indicated that 126% of the original time had been
taken on average at the time of redefinition, while EwusiMensah and Przasnyski report approximately 63%.5

PROFILE OF IS DEPARTMENT ATTRIBUTES
This section investigates whether certain critical departmental
attributes appear to have any relation to each other, the calculated
redefinition rate or other attributes. For each one a x2 test was
carried out to help identify any over-represented class. Tables 48 show the results, aggregating within the classes; Appendix 2
shows the numerical values for the same tables:
4 Analysis of individual questions has eliminated missing responses, through
out the paper.
5 These calculations assume a budget overrun of 15% for those reported by
Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski (1991) as ‘greater than 100%’. Other results
have been treated in a similar fashion.
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Table 5
% projects
redefined

Decreased

Predominant
project type

% projects
redefined

31%

New applications

11%

4%

Standardising

6%

18%

Assimilating

34%

Table 7

Table 6
Predominant
project type

% with post
mortem
procedures

New

58%

Standardising

86%

Assimilating

38%

Predominant
project type

Size
(FTE’s)

New

48

Standardising

41

Assimilating

26

Table 8
Presence of post-mortems

Redefinition rate

Yes

8%

No

24%

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
SMOOTHLY COMPLETED AND REDEFINED
PROJECTS
Since samples of both redefined and smoothly completed
projects were gained, we can now offer some more powerful
analysis than previous work, by identifying project attributes
which show significant differences between the classes. These
classes were tested using 2-tailed (-tests for significant differ
ences in their means, for each question. Further, all differ
ences were noted for an unexpected direction of difference,
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even if it was not significant, and these are commented on.
This analysis shows up several noteworthy features, which are
listed in decreasing statistical significance within three broad
significance levels.

Respondents agreed more strongly that:
at 99% significance:
— ‘Formal allowance was made in the development time
scales for developer learning/education (in system applica
tion areas) during the project design/implementation phases’
for smoother projects.
— ‘The total project cost had to be frequently revised up
wards’ for redefined projects.
— ‘The project scope and objectives were made clear and
well-communicated to the end users of the system’ for
smoother projects.
— ‘Adequate financial, manpower and time resources were
allocated for this project’ for smoother projects.
— ‘The project scope and objectives were made clear and
well-communicated within the project team’ for
smoother projects.

at 95% significance:
— ‘The strategic and business needs for the project were clear
before the project was initiated’ for smoother projects.
— ‘An effective cost-benefit evaluation was carried out for
the project’ for smoother projects.
— ‘There was a realistic project plan and time schedule for the
project’ for smoother projects.
— ‘The project time frame had to be frequently revised
upwards’ for redefined projects.
— ‘The project scope and objectives were made clear and
well-communicated to those with a “need to know’” for
smoother projects.
— ‘Changes in senior management’s priorities had a signifi
cant effect on the project’ for redefined projects.

at 90% significance:
— ‘At the start of the project, senior management was com
mitted to provide the resources needed to implement the
project’ for smoother projects.
— ‘The project was the first if its kind or size for the IS and/
or end-user department’ for redefined projects.
— ‘The project scope and objectives were made clear and
well-communicated to senior management’ for smoother
projects.
Some of the above would appear to be symptoms rather
than underlying causes (e.g. cost and time overruns). Further,
there is a grouping within one significant issue of communi
cation. A summary of the significant issues associated with
project redefinition, this time grouped by questionnaire sec
tion, is therefore as shown in Table 9. This table also includes
the three departmental attributes which were found significant
in the previous section.
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Table 9
Management category

Issue

Company and IS Departmental profile

Growing IS departments
Focus on technology
assimilation projects

Project Profile

—

Time and Economic factors

Symptoms only

Technological factors

—

Business Organisational

Changes in senior
management’s priorities
Lack of senior management
commitment

Project Management: Functional

Lack of a clear strategic and
business need
Lack of effective
cost-benefit evaluations

Project Management: Communications

Lack of communications and
clarity of scope and
objectives

Project Management: Organisational

Lack of allowance for
developer learning
Allocation of inadequate
resources
Unrealistic plan and schedule
Lack of previous experience
Lack of formal project
post-mortems

All these factors except ‘Focus on technology assimilation
projects’ which was discussed above, affected projects as one
would expect, e.g. where there were perceived to be changes
in senior management’s priorities, there was a greater rate of
project redefinition. The statistical significance of these fac
tors however, is an important outcome of this study.
In respect of the major groups of factors investigated, there
were two significant differences between smoothly com
pleted and redefined projects for Overall Departmental Pro
file, and none for Project Profile. Time and Economic factors
seem to us to be effects rather than causes, so are not discussed
further. No factors were found significant in the Technologi
cal section; this does not mean necessarily that technological
problems were absent — indeed they were present — but it is
likely that they were better managed than non-technological
factors — and we agree with others that the main problems lie
elsewhere. There were two significant differences in the
Business Organisational factors. Most (8 out of 12 above)
significant differences were elicited in the Project Manage
ment factors. Five of these 8 were concerning Project Organi
sation, one concerning Communications, and two Functional.
This analysis finds that particular IS departmental at
tributes and project management issues are as significant as
general business ‘organisational politics and disagreement’
issues, which was the main emphasis of Ewusi-Mensah and
Przasnyski's (1991) findings. We agree with them, however,
that technical issues are not the key problem. It might be
expected for IS managers to view the issues of redefinition to
be ‘organisational’, i.e. ‘someone out there’. Indeed it can be
argued that the initiator of redefinition is always organisa
tional; there is someone, perhaps the project sponsor, who has
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the job of taking an economic view of the project and making
tough decisions to abandon or redefine on this basis. The fact
that respondents have nevertheless identified significant is
sues within Project Management shows a degree of openness
on their part, and shows that some of the causes of redefinition
lie within the control of the project manager. We will return to
these in the discussion below.

with one particular manager. This final result is not too
surprising, since arguably a broad consensus, though gener
ally supportive, might not encourage the emergence of an
individual project champion to actually drive through
the change.

SURPRISES AND NEGATIVE FINDINGS

Paradoxically, it does not appear to be the projects which are
initially perceived to be large, risky, with lower anticipated
benefits, difficult, urgent or complex, which in the end get
redefined; in this respect our interpretation differs from that of
Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski. It is not about level of senior
sponsorship, nor about end user role (this does not mean these
factors can be discounted in general, but that they did not appear
significant in this study). Conversely, smoothly completed
projects are certainly not problem-free; indeed a possible expla
nation is that, since they are perceived as likely to be problematic,
they are better managedfrom the outset, particularly in terms of
the significant factors identified in the section above.

It was considered useful, in addition to the above key analysis,
to look for ‘surprises’, i.e. where although the difference
might not be significant, there was an unexpected direction of
the difference between the average responses from what
might be expected. Similarly, we mention some findings
which, though not necessarily significantly negative, might
have been expected to be associated with redefinition, but
were not.
Smoothly completed projects were bigger (though signifi
cant only at the 87% level); senior management had a higher
initial perception of risk of their non-completion, with lower
expected benefits, though (very slightly) lower perception of
strategic importance. Smoothly completed projects were per
ceived at the start by senior management to be more urgent but
less complex (however the IS managers’ view was that
smoother projects were more complex6); senior management
had a poorer realisation of the complexity of changes resulting
from the smoother projects. Smoothly completed projects
more often had unproven technical feasibility at their initia
tion, and had more chance of lacking suitable expertise and a
less appropriate team mix.
Users felt less secure in the smoother projects, and had less
sufficient training available. There was not a significantly
lower level of user involvement in the redefined projects;
again this agrees with Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski. There
were more noticeable communications difficulties between
sponsor and development team, between project team and end
users, and between project team and other development teams,
for smoother projects. Redefined projects did not have a
significantly less senior project sponsor, nor a lower maturity
of the IS department (by our crude measure), as discussed
above. Nor was there any association between the occurrence
of redefinition and whether the project was initiated with a
broad consensus from management or was connected strongly
6 A question was included to elicit the classification of the project on the Gorry
and Scott Morton (1989) framework, following Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski
(1991), although we chose to include the semi-structured type of task. Again
multiple responses were allowed; however, in order to code and test for a
significant difference in classification between redefined and smoothly
completed projects, the highest management reporting level indicated and the
most unstructured type of task indicated were taken, for each project. An
interpretation of the overall complexity of the project was generated by
aggregating over both dimensions and including the number of different
elements ticked by the respondent. There was no significant difference in any
of these measures, although interestingly the smoothly completed projects
were seen by IS management to be at higher levels, less structured and overall
more complex. This is consistent with Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski who
found that even highly structured projects could be abandoned.
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DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS FROM
RESPONDENTS; LEARNING

“Absolute business need (was the reason for smooth com
pletion); if this project hadn’t worked, it would have been
difficult to remain in business. Thus senior management
were very committed to its success and despite delays
ensured that it was eventually completed”.
Most of the significant factors identified above are fairly
well known reasons for problems and have been mentioned in
the IS and engineering project management literature as
referenced already. The most significant factor, allowance for
developer learning, was clearly more significant than the next
(t=4.0 vs. t=3.0) and therefore deserves special discussion. It
is associated with the general issue of project organisation e.g.
estimation and a realistic plan and schedule, which is not a
new category in itself. However it has highlighted the particu
lar issue of learning time within this category. It is recognised
that ‘learning’ is a term overloaded with meaning, and in
retrospect the question could have been worded more tightly,
nevertheless it has clearly touched on a sensitive nerve. Our
meaning in this question was to do with the need to allow time
for the developers to come up to speed — to learn the specifics
of this project, whether that is about the application or the user
interface or the technical development tools. The respond
ents’ interpretation cannot be controlled however and the
responses have been taken at face value. A respondent ob
served that “The project was redefined due to realising that
further opportunities were available if the original concepts of
the project were expanded; this proved correct”. Another
observed “Increased understanding of potential benefits meant
that restructuring was required to ensure future (long term)
benefits were achievable”. Another respondent gave the main
reason for redefinition as “The perceived need for urgent
completion before all relevant facts were known” (or learned,
perhaps). Nevison (1994) suggests that neglect of this factor
is a common reason for slippage in the early stages of a project
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(suggesting that productivity starts as low as 60%) which is
then a contributor to pressure towards the end. Nevison quotes
a project team who demonstrate wisdom on this matter: ‘if
management give us a new team member towards the end of
the project, we stick them in a comer’! — so that they are not
actually contributing to Brooks’ (1975) infamous mythical
man month. This point would apply especially in the case
where new staff or subcontract developers are brought into a
team; they must learn the organisation’s development envi
ronment as well as the project itself. “We had three changes in
the full time contract staff on the project from analysis, design/
development and coding” observed one respondent.
The second most significant issue was ‘communication
and clarity of scope and objectives’, to various parties (par
ticularly to end users, project team and senior management).
A respondent’s experience was that “information/communi
cation moved upwards, but not downwards to the ‘coal face’”
This issue thus deserves more attention by project managers.
Putting together some of the other results from a different
angle, an emergent theme can be detected; that of learning.
The analysis showed that experience in the type of project, or
lack of it, proves to be a significant factor in differentiating
redefined projects. It found that growing departments had a
higher redefinition rate, and we suggested that this could
indicate inexperience. Also it has already been pointed out
above that several of the problems of IS project management
are not new, which all suggests that IS (project) managers
have not yet learned from the ongoing saga of problematic
projects. Further, there was a lower rate of project redefinition
in those companies who reported a formal learning mecha
nism to be in place. Finally, it was shown above that within
individual projects, those which allowed time for learning
about the application showed the strongest difference be
tween redefined and smoothly completed projects. Project
and business managers could benefit by being much more
aware and more explicit about IS development (and manage
ment) as a learning experience.
Some of the key factors found above as being significant
differentiators between smoothly completed and redefined
projects can be seen to be the responsibility of senior business
management, some, of project management, and some, of
both. We have not found evidence to support Ewusi-Mensah
and Przasnyski ’ s (1991) suggestion that causes of redefinition
are largely out of the control of the project manager. Whilst
project managers can argue that they are often working
within constraints not of their choice, they can still pay
special attention to the factors highlighted here. Business
managers too, must recognise the implications of changes
in their policies, as well as their responsibility to support
agreed developments.
Of course, it is not usually a single reason which will cause
project redefinition, although it is useful to identify individual
factors which in general pervade the topic, as this work has
done. A further quotation from a respondent graphically
illustrates this point:
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“It is my opinion that ‘technology’ had a part in its failure,
although again it was only another contributing factor.
Systems design was a major problem. Not only was time a
constraint to do this properly, the skill levels weren’t high
enough. However, this was only because the skilled people
were not consulted. Communication within IT itself was
appalling. In my opinion the fact that contractors were
managing and designing the system was a significant
factor. Another problem that has become evident is the lack
of end-user involvement. IT staff were not privileged to
discuss issues directly with end users anyway. Politics
prevented this... One observation I had was that the project
leader at that time was neither listening to his own staff who
highlighted problems nor, even worse, was he reporting
slippage to management”!

CRITIQUE AND FURTHER WORK
Respondents were self selecting and gave their subjective
interpretation of events. As stated above, 91% were from
IS departments; it is accepted that they could have a
different view from that of general management or users.
As one respondent directly commented, the view is “defi
nitely from IS management as opposed to business man
agement. Business management might see a wider story,
may have different criteria for success”. Respondents
might be considered to be defensive of revealing major
errors; however they might also be pleased to express their
experience and learning. Here we agree with Ewusi-Mensah
and Przasnyski that the incorporation of multiple view
points would allow a richer interpretation.
More could be done in associating the extent and impact of
the redefinition with the stage of the project in which it
occurred, the reasons for redefinition in terms of stakeholder’s
interests related to the project, and the subsequent effects on
the project development including the eventual success or
otherwise of the project (Sauer 1993). The actual content of
the redefinition was not sought, nor its type (e.g. along
functional, interaction, user or process dimensions (Sauer
1993)), nor its trigger, in terms of either event or agent. This
was felt to be detail not required for the purposes of the study,
although it would become of greater importance for detailed
case studies in this area, and could produce some further
insights, for example into how controllable are the important
factors in a particular project redefinition. Further, multiple
methods including the case study method as discussed above
might shed more light on some of the key factors such as
allowing for developer learning, and communications. Fi
nally, smoothly completed and redefined projects reported
from the same organisations would give greater confidence in
the differences elicited.

CONCLUSIONS
This work makes a significant contribution to the understand
ing of the phenomenon of IS project redefinition in the large.
The current state of the art in New Zealand has been elicited
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and compared with other recent work. The response rate was
good, and the methodology enhancement of further questions
and comparing redefined with smoothly completed projects,
has increased confidence in the ongoing predominance of
management factors associated with problematic projects, but
in particular the project management as well as the business
organisation. There is evidence that the management of the
project has more influence on the outcome than the a priori
risk associated with the project. It is suggested that the
problems of IS project management are not changing much
and that they have not been adequately learned by business
and project management. The general advice to project man
agers in addition to the specific points already made would be
as recommended by other writers such as Ewusi-Mensah and
Przasnyski (1991) — for managers to assess the project before
initiation, in order to be aware of likely problems, to plan
appropriately, allowing time for learning, and to perform
regular reviews in order to detect problems at an early stage.
They must not only be aware of these issues, they must act on
them, perhaps even helping the business to say ‘No’ to an
unrealistic project proposal, i.e. effectively redefining it at an
earlier stage. Most importantly, by being more proactive
about managing the learning process, some of the need for
project redefinition will be avoided.
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APPENDIX 1
June 1994
Dear
IMPROVING I.S. PROJECT SUCCESS RATES
Little is formally and systematically known about the reasons why I.S. projects frequently encounter problems, although we know they do occur. There are some well known high-profile
examples such as the London Stock Exchange system, but there are also many lesser known projects which encounter problems from which the I.S. community could learn. This
independent nationwide research project is aimed at identifying and classifying such problems; its purpose is to generate insights into the critical factors which influence I.S. project
completion, with a view to increasing the likelihood of smoother projects. Whilst there is an emphasis on projects with problems, we are also interested in comparing these with less
problematic projects to see whether there are any identifiable differences.
We will define a redefinedproject as one which has had its scope amended significantly plan. Projects encountering only the usual incremental refinement of specification and incremental
time/budget overruns are considered ‘smoothly completed’. Projects which are totally abandoned are a special case of redefined project.
We hope that this topic is of interest to you and that the attached questionnaire will stimulate you to identify for us the key features of a particular project. In order to encourage you
to respond and to provide a contribution to your own knowledge of the topic, a summary of the results of this survey will be returned to all participants who complete this
questionnaire; in this way experiences can be shared (anonymously) within the IS community.
Complete individual and company confidentiality will be respected: identification of sources will not be associated in any published results, with any other information
that you give.
We invite and indeed depend upon your participation, and look forward to discovering the insights to which your experience can contribute. We know that some IS Managers are
particularly interested and might be willing to report on both a redefined and a smoothly completed project, which would be very welcome. In either case, time is limited (for us all!),
and is critical to this project; we would be grateful if you could return the completed questionnaire as soon as possible, and with a target of Thursday 30th June.
Your co-operation is much appreciated
Yours sincerely
Andrew Martin
Visiting Lecturer in Information Systems, Victoria University of Wellington
Michael Chan
Lecturer in Information Systems, Massey University

IMPROVING I.S. PROJECT SUCCESS RATES
Please select the most recently significantly redefined project which you think was important to your organisation, to complete this questionnaire. If you are fortunate enough to have
no projects which fall into this category i.e. they have all been relatively ‘smoothly completed’, please answer the relevant questions for one of these projects, which will be used to compare
and contrast with projects which needed redefining. In either case, please include information on only one project on one questionnaire. You are encouraged if you wish, to comment
on more than one project to help comparison (e.g. one redefined, one smoothly completed); in this case the questionnaire may be photocopied or we will happily send another, and this
would be most welcome.
Reminder: we define a redefined project as one which has had its scope amended significantly from the original plan. Projects encountering the usual incremental refinement of
specification and incremental time/budget overruns are considered ‘smoothly completed’. Projects which are totally abandoned are a special case of redefined project.
If you personally do not have detailed knowledge of a suitable project, we would be grateful if you would pass this questionnaire to a colleague who does have this knowledge, for
completion. In particular if yours is a Holding Company Head Office role which has few systems development responsibilities, perhaps you could pass this on to your largest strategic
business unit. Thank you.
The survey is in six sections:
A.
profile of the company and its information services department
B.
A profile of the redefined project
C.
Time and Economic factors affecting the project
D.
Technological factors affecting the project
E.
Organisational factors affecting the project
F.
Management factors affecting the project
Please answer as factually and objectively as you can. Add comments wherever you feel prompted, since these often form the most valuable evidence and help us to interpret your answers.
The questionnaire should take about 45 minutes to one hour to complete.
Feedback address
(Please note: this information is optional; it is to allow us to return our findings to you. If you prefer, please attach a business card.)
Your Name:
Company Name:
Address:

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Please return the completed questionnaire to:
Information Systems Group
University of Wellington
P.O. Box 600
Wellington
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Section A: COMPANY AND I.S. DEPARTMENT PROFILE
Al.

Main business of company (tick one):
Banking/Financial
Construction/Property
Communications/Media
Community/Personal Service
Diversified corporate/holding
Education/Research
Government (indicate if SOE)
Health Services
Insurance
Other (please specify):

Leisure services
Manufacturing inch Auto, Computer
Oil/Gas/Minerals
Primary Producers inch agriculture
Restaurants, Hotels
Retail/Wholesale/Distribution
Transportation/Storage
Tourism
Utilities inch Power Supply

A2.

Number of (full-time equivalent) people usually involved in Information Systems or Information Services:

A3.

Please specify your position/title (unless already given):__________________

A4.

Over the last five years, has your IS department (tick one):
Grown
Remained stable
Decreased in size

_
_
_

A5.

Over the last five years, has your IS department mainly concentrated upon (tick one):
New applications of IT
Standardising IT within the organisation
Assimilating new technologies into its base IT architecture

A6.

How many IS projects have been significantly redefined in the last five years (estimate)?

A7.

What is the total number of IS projects started in the last five years (estimate):

If the answer to question A6 is zero, please answer the questionnaire with respect to your most recent 'smoothly completed’ project; in this case the questions numbers marked
not appropriate and you can omit them; the others will offer very useful comparative information.

* are

Section B: PROJECT PROFILE
BO

Project Title

B1

Was the project (tick one):
totally abandoned?
significantly redefined?
‘smoothly completed’?

B2*

_
_
_

During which phase of the life cycle was the project redefined?:
Planning
_
Analysis
_
Design/Development
_
Coding
_

(tick one)

B3

Initial estimated total project budget (in $):

B4

Initial estimated total project duration:

vears

B5

Initial estimate of IS effort involved in the project:

person-years

B6

Initial estimate of end-user effort involved in the project:

person-vears

B7

months

Number of end-user departments involved in the project:
1 dept. _ 2 depts. _ 3 depts. _ >3 depts. _

For questions B8 through B13, please place a cross on the most applicable point on the scale.
B8

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the risk of non-completion to be:
High I__________ I___________ I___________ I___________ | Low
5
4
3
2
1

B9

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the complexity of the project to be:
High I___________ I___________ |___________|_____________| Low
5
4
3
2
1

B10

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the benefits of the project to the company to be:
High I___________ I___________ I___________|____________ | Low
5
4
3
2
1

B11

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the strategic importance of the project to be:
High I___________ I------------------I___________I_____________| Low
5
4
3
2
1

B12

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the urgency of the project to be:
High I___________ I------------------I___________I_____________| Low
5
4
3
2
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B13

At the start of the project, senior management perceived the project to be:
Connected strongly
to one particular manager
5

4

3

2

Based on wide consensus
within the company
1

B14

Please tick the cell or cells below which most closely identify the type of decision or task the project was intended to support.
Management Activity Levels
Transaction
Operational
Tactical
Processing
Type of
Structured
_
_
_
decision
Semi-structured
_
_
_
or tasks
Unstructured
_
_
_

Strategic
Planning

Section C: TIME AND ECONOMIC FACTORS
This section aims to assess the extent to which time and/or budget considerations influenced or affected the project.

Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement... 1 = strong disagreement)
stronglv
stronglv
disagree
agree
uncertain
disagree
agree
Cl

The total project cost had to be frequently revised upward

5

4

3

2

1

C2

The project time frame had to be frequently revised upwards

5

4

3

2

1

C3

The project personnel underestimated the
information systems requirements of the problem

5

4

3

"2

1

C4*

The total project costs, at the time of redefinition, exceeded
the estimated benefits of the project to the organisation

5

4

3

2

1

C5*

The project was redefined because funding was terminated.

5

4

3

2

1

C6

Please mark with an X below what percentage of the original estimated total project duration had elapsed when the project was redefined (or smoothly completed):
|--------------1--------------1—...........—I--------------1--------------1--------------Mime
0%
100%
200%
300%
400%
500%
>500%

Cl

Please mark with an X below what percentage of the original estimated total project cost had been spent when the project was redefined (or smoothly completed):
|--------------1-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------- 1-------------->time
0%
100%
200%
300%
400%
500%
>500%

C8*

Summary
Did time and economic factors significantly contribute to the decision to redefine the project?

_Yes__No

If Yes, please rank in order of importance the main time and economic factors that contributed to the need to redefine the project.
(1 = highest contribution ... 5 = lowest contribution, X = no significant influence: indicate as many as are relevant.)
Rank
_Cost overruns
_Schedule slippage
_Overestimated benefits
_Tight budget
_Other time/economic reasons (please specify):
Comments:
Section D: TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
This section aims to assess the extent to which technology itself affected the project.

Questions marked * can be omitted if you are describing a ‘smoothly completed’ project.
Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement... 1 = strong disagreement)
strongly
stronglv
disagree
agree
agree
disagree
uncertain
D1

The technical feasibility of the project was
not proven before its start

5

4

3

2

1

D2

The project’s development and/or
implementation depended on a level of
technical expertise lacking in the organisation

5

4

3

2

1

D3

The system design was incompatible with
available hardware and software

5

4

3

2

1

D4*

Emerging, or new technology made the project obsolete

5

4

3

2

1

D5

Technology (inch hardware and software) that the project
was dependent on did not emerge or behave as expected

5

4

3

2

1

D6

A software package became available that
satisfied most of the objectives of the
project, albeit with some compromise

5

4

3

2

1

D7*

Summary:
Did technical factors significantly contribute to the decision to redefine the project?

_Yes__No

If Yes, please rank the main technical factors that contributed to the need to redefine the project.
(1 = highest contribution ... 5 = lowest contribution, X = no significant influence: indicate as many as are relevant.)
Rank
_Technical infeasibility
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_Availability of new technology
_Lack of technical expertise
_Lack of suitable hardware and software
_Technical complexity
_Other technical reasons (please specify):
Comments:
Section E: ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS
This section aims to assess the extent to which organisational factors or issues influenced the project.

Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement... 1 = strong disagreement)
agree
uncertain
disagree
stronglv
stronelv
disagree
agree
El

At the start of the project senior management was committed
to provide the resources needed to implement the project

5

4

3

2

1

E2

‘Organisational politics’ and/or disagreements
seriously affected the project’s progress

5

4

3

2

1

E3

Active end-user participation in the project was
discouraged by management or project personnel

5

4

3

2

1

E4

End-users felt threatened or insecure about the
project’s impact on their job

5

4

3

2

1

E5

End-users were resistant to changes of the type
recommended in the project design

5

4

3

2

1

E6

Senior management did not originally realise the complexity
of the changes which would result from the project

5

4

3

2

1

E7

Project staff turnover was high

5

4

3

2

1

E8

There was a loss of key project personnel, such as the project leader

5

4

3

2

1

E9

There was a loss of key management personnel
supportive of the project

5

4

3

2

1

E10

Organisational structural changes seriously affected the project

5

4

3

2

1

Ell

Changes in senior management’s priorities
had a significant effect on the project

5

4

3

2

1

E12

There were serious disagreements within the project group

5

4

3

A merger, or acquisition by, another company
occurred during the project

5

4

3

2
2

1

E13
E14*

Summary:
Did organisational factors significantly contribute to the decision to redefine the project?

1

_Yes__No

If Yes, please rank the main organisational factors that contributed to the need to redefine the project.
(1 = highest contribution ... 5 = lowest contribution, X = no significant influence: indicate as many as are relevant.)
Rank
_Organisational politics
_Organisational structural changes
_Changes in IS and/or end-user personnel
_Changes in management personnel
_Change in senior management’s priorities
_End-user related problems
_Other organisational reasons (please specify):
Comments:
Section F: MANAGEMENT FACTORS
This final section tries to establish how management issues affected the project under consideration.

Functional Factors:
Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement.. . 1 = strong disagreement)
stronglv
stronglv
agree
disagree
FI.

The project scope and objectives were well-defined
before the project development phase started.

5

4

3

2

1

F2.

The strategic and business needs for the project
were clear before the project was initiated

5

4

3

2

1

F3.

An effective cost-benefit evaluation was carried out of the project

5

4

3

2

1

F4.

The project functional requirements changed
significantly during the lifetime of the project development

5

4

3

2

1

F5.

Design of the Information System did not match
with the way in which the end-users of the system actually worked.

5

4

3

2

i)

Comments:
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Communication Factors:
Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement.
= strong disagreement)
strongly
strongly
agree
disagree
F6.
The project scope and objectives were made clear and well-communicated:
Throughout the organisation
To those with a “need to know”
Within the project team
To end-users of the system
To other IS development teams
To senior management
F7.
Communications difficulties were noticeable:
Between senior management and project sponsor
5
4
3
2
1
Between senior management and end-users
5
4
3
2
1
Between project sponsor and project development team members
5
4
3
1
2
Between project manager and project development team members
5
4
2
1
3
Among project development team members
5
4
3
1
2
Between project development team and end-users
5
4
1
3
2
Between project development team and other IS development groups
5
4
3
2
1
No communications problems were apparent
5
4
3
2
1
Comments:
Project Organisation Factors:
Please circle the number that is closest to your feelings and/or perceptions for each of the following statements. (5 = strong agreement.... 1 = strong disagreement)
stronglv
stronglv
agree
disagree
4
2
F8.
Formal allowance was made in the development timescales
3
1
5
for developer learning/education in system application areas
during the project design/implementation phases
There was a realistic project plan and time schedule for the project
4
2
1
F9.
5
3
The project used formal control methods (i.e. a
4
2
1
F10.
5
3
formal development methodology, with scheduled progress reviews)
The project manager responsible for the redefined
4
FI 1.
5
2
1
3
project had previous experience of this type of project
F12.
The project was the first of its kind or size for the
4
1
5
3
2
IS and/or end-user department
There was one member of the project development team (e.g. at senior
4
F13.
5
3
2
1
designer level) on whom the success of the project depended
F14.
Adequate financial, manpower and time resources
5
4
2
1
3
were allocated for this project
Insufficient training was available for the majority of end-users
4
F15.
5
3
2
1
The size of the project was too large to be managed effectively
F16.
5
4
2
1
3
F17.
The project team contained an inappropriate mix of personnel skills
5
4
1
3
2
Did the project have a main project sponsor, or sponsors, (the driving force behind the project)? _yes__. no
F18.
If yes, at what level of management was the main project sponsor?
_Director __ Senior Management __Middle Management __Junior Management
Comments:
Quality assessment.
FI9.
Was the IS project found to be unnecessary at a later stage?
_yes
_no
If yes, please give the main reason and state after how long the project became unnecessary:
F20.

What would be your rating of the quality of the project in terms of fitness for purpose?
High I__________ I___________ I___________ I____________I Low
5
4
3
2
1
F21.
Are the reasons for project redefinition ever investigated in practice in a formal post mortem, either in the IS
department or elsewhere in the organisation?
_yes
_no
Comments:
Conclusions
F22.
What do you think was the overriding reason for the project’s redefinition (or smooth completion*)?
Refer to time/economic, technical, organisational or management or other reasons.

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS SURVEY; A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES WILL BE SENT TO YOU IN SEPTEMBER 1994

APPENDIX 2
Table 4

Table 5
Redefined

Smoothly
completed

Grown

121

265

Stable

50

Decreased

40

Underlying numbers for Tables 4, 5, 6, 8
Table 6

40

Table 8
Post
Mortem

No Post
Mortem

New
applications

14

10

182

Standardising

6

1

105

Assimilation

3

5

Redefined

Smoothly
completed

141

1157

1248

New
applications

184

Standardising

11

Assimilation

55

Redefined

Smoothly
completed

Post Mortem

132

1450

No
Post Mortem

75

241
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NEWS BRIEFS
‘News Briefs' is a regularfeature which covers
local and overseas developments in the compu
ter industry including new products and other
topical events of interest.
INFORMATION ON AUSTRALIA’S
HISTORIC FILM AND SOUND
COLLECTION
Cultural Connections — the National Film
and Sound Archive’s CD-ROM catalogue
— is an exciting new development
for researchers, television, radio and
multimedia program makers, educators,
academic users, libraries and the wider
public. Users can now actively participate
in the search and discovery of the Ar
chive’s holdings.
The CD-ROM contains listings of some
130,000 titles and 250,000 individual en
tries from the Archive’s film and sound
recording holdings. Listings provide pro
duction details (including dates, cast and
crew details), synopses and specific Ar
chive holdings. Each title entry provides
details on what is held by the Archive and
whether access copies are available or du
plicating components exist.
Information is text based and allows users to
search very specifically or to browse at a general
level. Entries may be searched by title, subject,
keyword, or a combination of words, dates and
phrases. This will reduce initial research costs
and give a much clearer sense of the potential
opportunities available in using the Archive’s
collection items.
The collection includes feature films,
documentaries, shorts, home movies, actual
ity footage, recorded music, radio and televi
sion series, news, current affairs, newsreels,
oral history, advertisements, wildlife and en
vironmental sounds.
This project is a joint venture between
Reed Business Publishing, Nalbari
Holdings and the National Film and
Sound Archive and Project Managed by
JDR Electronic Publishing. For further
information please contact Elizabeth Frost
(06) 209 3075.

AUSTRALIAN NET GUIDE
In mid-December 1995 the Australian
Net Guide, a new Internet magazine,
hit the streets in both paper and on-line
form. It will be edited by Jeremy Horey, to
become editor of the new title front 1 Feb
ruary, 1996.
“The Australian Net Guide is the first
magazine in Australia to be published simul
taneously on-line and on paper,” says Mr
Horey. “The magazine will take advantage of
leading-edge technology and, unlike many
other magazines which purport to have an
on-line version, will use the on-line medium
to its full potential.”
The on-line version of the Australian Net
Guide will provide a daily news service to
subscribers (subscription, to the on-line ver
sion is free), and will contain the full text of

all feature articles, tutorials and all other text
from the printed version. It will also feature
special events and a cyber entertainment chan
nel using audio and video broadcasts across
the Internet.
“We’re not focusing solely on technol
ogy on the Internet,” says Mr Horey.
“We want the Net Guide to be inform
ative and entertaining for new and experi
enced users of the Internet. We’ll be look
ing at the broad social issues relating to
the spread of on-line services and we’ll
be examining areas such as politics, sex,
religion, marketing and advertising,
pressure groups and a host of other areas
on the Internet.”
While the first issue hits the streets in
March, a pilot issue was launched in midDecember and sent to 60,000 current Internet
users. The monthly issue will be both sold on
newsstands and, through a recently signed
marketing agreement, sent to 20,000 sub
scribers of Australia’s largest commercial
Internet provider, OzEmail.
http://netguide.aust.com
For more information contact: Darren
Edwards, Tech Talk Australia Pty Ltd, Suite
202, 82 Christie Street, St Leonards, NSW
2065. Ph: (02) 438 5288. Fax: (02) 438 5454.
E-mail: techtalk@msn.com.

COMPUTING SHOW FOR SCIENTISTS
Scientists from all disciplines will attend Scien
tific Computing ’96, said to be the first exhibi
tion designed to bring scientific computing buy
ers together with suppliers.
Sponsored by the Institute of Physics, the
Royal Society of Chemistry and the Institute of
Biology, Scientific Computing ’96 takes place
at Telford International Centre, western Eng
land, from 23 to 24 April 1996.
The event is expected to attract scientists
from all over the United Kingdom, as well as
further afield, to view, test, compare and buy
software and hardware.
Graham Balfour, exhibitions managerofThe
Institute of Physics, said: “They will be looking
for packages which help them in data collection,
data analysis, data interpretation and presenta
tion of their work.”
Further information from Scientific Comput
ing Exhibition, The Institute of Physics, 47
Belgrave Square, London, United Kingdom,
SW1X 8QX. Tel: +44 171 235 6111. Fax: +44
171 259 6002.

BIGGER PC 96 REFLECTS CONTINUING
COMPUTER INDUSTRY GROWTH
PC 96 Sydney to be staged at the Darling
Harbour Exhibition and Convention Cen
tre, 5-8 March, 1996 is well on the road to
success. With two thirds of the four hall
show already booked, show organiser Aus
tralian Exhibition Services are anticipat
ing that over 55,000 visitors will visit the
exhibition over the four day show period,
eager to preview the latest technology in
the computer industry.

PC 96 Sydney, the first show in the
computer industry calendar, will once again
be utilised as a launching platform for new
products and services by many exhibiting
companies. Big names already confirmed
to take part in the show include Canon,
Epson, Sony, Microsoft, Sharp, Olivetti,
AST, Mitac, Seiko, IPC, Vodafone and
Hewlett Packard.
The computer industry in Australia is
keenly targeted by both European and Asian
manufacturers and the PC Show offers the
opportunity to access and evaluate the Aus
tralian computer market. PC 96 Sydney
will also offer a large component of over
seas exhibitors, including representatives
from Bavaria, Japan, Canada, Taiwan and
the U.K.
Hundreds of exhibitors will be displaying
over fifty million dollars worth of computing
technology over the four day show period
including Internet and Online services, net
working, corporate and SOHO solutions. PC
96 is specifically designed to meet the needs
of the professional, business, government
and trade visitors.

IEE ANNOUNCES NEW DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSE ON NEURAL
COMPUTING
Produced by York Electronics Centre, Uni
versity of York, UK for the IEE, assisted
by a grant from the DTI, the course con
sists of four videos (each of 30 minutes
duration) and supporting texts. In addition
to providing an introduction to the con
cept, the videos cover the operation and
application of supervised and unsupervised
(self-organising and adaptive) networks,
and give three case studies.
Module I Introduction to Neural Networks,
by Graham Long, York Electronics Centre, de
scribes background concepts that are essential to
understanding before the viewer proceeds to
look at the other videos in the course. However,
it may be used on its own to provide a basic
introduction to the subject.
Module 2 Supervised Networks, by Jim Aus
tin, Department of Computer Science at York,
provides the user with a description of the opera
tion and application of supervised neural net
works. These networks, along with the unsuper
vised networks, provide the basic architectures
of neural networks.
Module 3 Unsupervised Networks, by
Nigel Allinson, Department of Electronics at
York, is similar to the previous one, but
covers the unsupervised, self-organising and
adapting networks.
Module 4 Applications provides three case
studies using the types of neural networks
described in the previous videos. It illus
trates how the techniques described in the
previous modules can be applied and some of
the traps to be avoided when using this new
technology.
The course pack of all four videos is priced at
£350 (+UK VAT). Individual modules may be
purchased at £100 (+UK VAT) each.

NEWS BRIEFS

(Continued)

For further information contact: Diane
Richards, Marketing Department, The Insti
tution of Electrical Engineers, Michael Fara
day Flouse, Six Hills Way, Stevenage, Herts
SGI 2AY, UK. Tel: +44 (0)1438 767247,
Fax: +44 (0)1438 742840. E-mail:
drichard@iee.org.uk.

LAWYERS SAVE VALUABLE TIME
WITH ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT
EXCHANGE SERVICE
The South Australian legal community has taken
a major step forward on the so-called Informa
tion Superhighway since the introduction of an
electronic document exchange (EDX) service in
June 1995.
Minter Ellison Baker O’Loughlin was
one of the first users of the South Austral
ian EDX ‘SABREnet’ service, which was
co-developed by the Courts Administra
tion Authority (CAA) with AUSDOC
Group Limited and Digital.
The firm now provides electronic docu
ment exchange, messaging and dial-up
services to partners, paralegals and litiga
tion support staff. The service allows ac
cess to court file information and in the
near future will allow electronic lodge
ment of court documents.
The system takes an electronic snap
shot of different versions and highlights
any changes that have been made, so there
is no longer any need to physically under
line additions or strike through copy to be
deleted. EDX also provides a valuable tool
for third parties to annotate documents
electronically without allowing direct ed
iting, using Envoy.

SPATIAL INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY EXPANDS
Australia has taken a bold step into the interna
tional high-technology area with the launch of a
new association in Sydney.
The launch of AM/FM International ’ s Aus
tralian/New Zealand Division, puts Australia
in the high end of technological development
of automated mapping and facilities manage
ment systems.
Launched by the Shadow Minister for
Education, Science and Technology, Senator
Robert Hill, the association has an exclusive
membership of major private and public or
ganisations which use a combination of map
ping and data monitor and plan the expansion
of their services.
Australia’s breakthrough into the “club" fol
lows extensive development work by organisa
tions such as Telstra, Sydney Water, Sydney
Electricity and ARC Systems, a major private
contractor in the area.
There are only three other divisions of AM/
FM International — in the United States, where
it began, in Germany and in Japan.
The Chairman of the Australia/New Zea
land Division, Mr David Abba, said its

development was recognition of the so
phisticated development of the technology
in Australia.
AM/FM’s new division will focus on the
development of activities including networking
meetings, seminars and creation of an Austral
ian publication.

CPAs LAUNCH AUSTRALIA’S ON-LINE
BUSINESS SERVICE
Setting the standard for business groups and
professional organisations around the coun
try, the Australian Society of CPAs launched
an on-line service featuring 16 separate func
tions including a unique selection browser, a
technical advice line, a benchmarking pack
age, business planning software, a job mar
ket, access to financial spreadsheets and a
host of other information packages and inter
active services.
The service, CPA OnLine, is available to
all the Society’s 77,000 members and has the
potential to reach two million of their clients
indirectly.
The on-line service, which operates
through the Windows 95 package, was hailed
by Gerry Davis, Chief Executive Officer of
On Australia, as the most comprehensive to
date for business on the Microsoft Network
in Australia
In a bid to meet the need for a secure and userfriendly system as well to provide an interna
tional reach, the Society has also opted for a
strong Internet presence. As well as a home
page, the duplicate site will carry much of the
CPA OnLine material which is not subject to
security concerns.
The Society’s National President, Mr
Jim Kropp, urged both members and non
members alike to investigate the service.
“This is an exciting initiative which, with
out doubt, will revolutionise the way busi
ness gains access,to and transfers informa
tion. The potential of CPA OnLine users to
develop useful local and international net
works, whether.it be amongst our member
ship (including our 10,000 Asian CPAs),
within the business world or with govern
ment, is enormous.

THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF
AUSTRALIA UNCOVERS MORE THAN
6 MILLION SERIAL RECORDS
An international database of more than 6
million serial records will be hosted on the
National Library of Australia’s new online
information service when it is launched
this year.
The National Library of Australia has final
ised an exclusive arrangement with the Ameri
can based UnCover Company to host the
UnCover database on the National Library’s
WORLD 1 service.
Previously known as the National Docu
ment and Information Service Project, it
has been labelled the most advanced li
brary network system being developed in
the world today.

WORLD 1 will use leading edge tech
nology to provide on-line access to infor
mation in Australian libraries, and in Aus
tralian and overseas databases. It will also
exploit the Internet to provide gateway
access to other overseas services. The sys
tem will be developed in Australia in part
nership with the National Library of
New Zealand.
The service will enable individuals to search
and retrieve information from the library
and database systems of the world. It will
be a user friendly service, able to be
accessed from a personal computer in the
home, office or library.
The UnCover database, developed by the
UnCover Company, is a rapid document de
livery service containing ‘table of contents’
for more than 17,000 national and interna
tional journals. The UnCover Company is a
joint venture between Blackwell’s, the li
brary supply company, and CARL Systems
Inc, an American based library systems and
data supplier.
Although the National Library has pro
vided internet gateway access to the
UnCover AUSTRALIA service since July
1993, this will be the first time that a
mirror site (i.e. a complete replica of the
database) has been available. The National
Library has secured exclusive rights in
Australia to host the entire database so as
to ensure the highest level of service for
all Australians.
People searching for information on
WORLD 1 will have seamless access to
more than 6 million article titles in the
internationally focused UnCover database
and also to more than 35 Australian
databases covering a broad range of sub
ject areas.
One of the key strengths of WORLD 1
will be the precise links that it will create
between citations, serials and locations
information. When the UnCover database
is hosted on WORLD 1, the article titles
on UnCover will be linked to the serial
locations on Australia’s National Biblio
graphic Database (NBD), thus creating a
worldwide network of records and hold
ings information.
If a useful article is found through
UnCover AUSTRALIA, a user will be able
to instruct WORLD 1 to order that docu
ment either from UnCover in the United
States or through the Australian interlibrary
loan network. In this way, WORLD 1 will
provide a choice, depending on the cost
and speed of delivery required.
The UnCover Company guarantees fax de
livery of documents within 36 hours.
The first phase of the WORLD 1 service, to
be released in August this year, will be a power
ful and sophisticated search service.
WORLD 1 is being developed by the Na
tional Document and Information Service
Project, which is a joint venture between t^ie
National Libraries of Australia and New Zea
land. CSC Australia is the prime contractor for
the project.

